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Résumé : Pour résoudre les problèmes 

environnementaux dus à l'utilisation de combustibles 

fossiles traditionnels, les scientifiques recherchent 

activement de nouveaux matériaux énergétiques pour 

développer et utiliser des énergies renouvelables et 

propres. Des pérovskites et des composés lamellaires 

bidimensionnels ont attiré l'attention comme 

matériaux de cellules solaire en raison de leurs 

remarquables propriétés photovoltaïques. La pression 

est un moyen important qui peut modifier les 

propriétés structurales et électroniques des 

matériaux, modifiant ainsi le transport électrique et 

les propriétés photoélectriques des matériaux. Dans 

ce travail, nous avons choisi CsPbBr3, ReS2 et l'arsenic 

noir (« black arsenic », bAs) comme objets de 

recherche, qui sont représentatifs des pérovskites et 

des matériaux bidimensionnels. Les propriétés de 

transport électrique de CsPbBr3 ont été étudiées sous 

pression par spectroscopie d'impédance en courant 

alternatif (AC) in situ et par des mesures de photo-

courant. L'évolution structurale de ces matériaux a été 

étudiée sous pression en utilisant la spectroscopie 

d'absorption des rayons X (SAX) in situ. Les résultats 

détaillés de cette étude sont les suivants : 1) Par des 

mesures de spectroscopie d'impédance in situ sous 

haute pression, nous avons étudié systématiquement 

les propriétés de transport électrique de CsPbBr3. 

Nous avons déterminé que ce composé subit une 

transition de phase structurale à 1,2 GPa. Lorsque la 

pression est inférieure à 2,3 GPa, il y a coexistence de 

la conduction électronique et ionique. Quand la 

pression dépasse 2,3 GPa, la conduction ionique 

disparaît, et une transition de la conduction ionique à 

la conduction électronique se produit. Par des 

mesures de photoconductivité in situ à haute pression, 

nous avons déterminé que la réponse à la lumière 

visible de CsPbBr3 dans la phase haute pression était 

nettement meilleure que celle de la phase basse 

pression, ce qui indique que la pression peut améliorer 

ses propriétés photoélectriques. Les résultats de 

spectroscopie d'absorption SAX à haute pression ont 

également confirmé que CsPbBr3 subit une 

transition de phase à 1,2 GPa, et grâce à l'analyse 

des résultats par transformée de Fourier, nous 

savons que la pression provoque une diminution 

continue de la distance Pb-Br, ce qui entraîne des 

distorsions et des contractions des octaèdres PbBr6, 

ce qui induit la transition de phase. 2) Nous avons 

étudié l'évolution de la structure locale du ReS2 par 

des mesures in situ de la structure fine d'absorption 

des rayons X (EXAFS) à haute pression. Nous avons 

trouvé une transition intra-couche à 6,0 GPa 

associée à la rotation dans le sens inverse des 

aiguilles d'une montre des atomes de soufre autour 

de la chaîne d'atomes de Re conduisant à la 

formation de liaisons covalentes S-S entre les 

couches, suivie d'une transition inter-couche d’un 

empilement désordonné à un empilement ordonné 

à 20,4 GPa. Les résultats de la transformation de 

Fourier montrent que les longueurs de liaison Re-S 

deviennent progressivement plus courtes lorsque la 

pression augmente dans toute la gamme de 

mesure. Nous avons déterminé le nombre d'atomes 

S entourant Re, la valeur du pseudo-coefficient de 

Debye-Waller et la longueur de la liaison Re-S, qui 

passe de 2,413 Å à pression ambiante à 2,378 Å à 

20,4 GPa par ajustement structural local. 3) Nous 

avons étudié l'évolution de la structure de bAs par 

des mesures d’EXAFS in situ à haute pression. Nous 

avons déterminé que bAs subit une transition 

structurale de la phase basse pression A17 (bAs) à 

la phase A7 (As gris) à 4,7 GPa. Elle est attribuée à 

la formation de nouvelles liaisons inter-couches 

alors que les liaisons intra-couches sont rompues. 

Une autre transition de phase se produit à 10,8 GPa, 

où nous proposons une transition de phase de A7 

à une phase cubique simple (SC). Les résultats de la 

transformation de Fourier montrent la formation de 

liaisons inter-couche As-As à 4,7 GPa ; les longueurs 

de liaison deviennent progressivement plus courtes 

dans toute la gamme de pression. 
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Abstract : To solve the environmental problems 

caused by the use of traditional fossil fuels, scientists 

are actively exploring new energy materials to 

develop and utilize renewable and clean energy. 

Perovskite solar cell materials and two-dimensional 

layered materials have attracted worldwide attention 

as solar harvesting materials because of their 

remarkable photovoltaic properties. Pressure is an 

important means which can alter the geometric and 

electronic structures of the materials, thereby 

changing the electrical transport and photoelectric 

properties of the materials. In this work, we select 

CsPbBr3, ReS2, and black arsenic (bAs) as the research 

objects, which are representative of perovskite and 

two-dimensional materials. The electrical transport 

properties of CsPbBr3 were investigated under 

pressure by in-situ alternative current (AC) impedance 

spectroscopy and photocurrent measurements. The 

structural evolution of these materials was 

investigated under pressure using in-situ X-ray 

absorption spectroscopy (XAS) method. In these 

measurements, the detailed results of the study are as 

follows: 1) By in-situ high-pressure impedance 

spectroscopy measurements, we have systematically 

studied the electrical transport properties of CsPbBr3. 

We found that CsPbBr3 undergoes a structural phase 

transition at 1.2 GPa, and when the pressure is below 

2.3 GPa, both electronic and ionic conduction coexist 

within CsPbBr3. When the pressure exceeds 2.3 GPa, 

the ionic conduction disappears, and the transition 

from ion/electron mixed conduction to pure 

electronic conduction occurs. By in situ high-pressure 

photoconductive measurements, we found that the 

visible light response of CsPbBr3 in the second phase 

was significantly better than that of the ambient 

phase, indicating that pressure can improve its  

photoelectric properties. The results of high-

pressure XAS also confirmed that CsPbBr3 

undergoes a phase transition at 1.2 GPa, and 

through the analysis of the Fourier transform 

results, we know that the pressure causes the Pb-Br 

distance to decrease continuously, resulting in the 

distortions and contractions of the PbBr6 octahedra, 

which induces the phase transition. 2) By in-situ 

high-pressure Extended X-ray Absorption Fine 

Structure (EXAFS) measurements, we investigated 

the local structure evolution of ReS2. We found an 

intralayer transition at 6.0 GPa, which was 

associated with the counterclockwise rotation of S 

atoms around the chain of Re atoms leading to the 

interlayer S-S covalentlike bond formation, followed 

by an interlayer transition from disordered to 

ordered stacking at 20.4 GPa. The Fourier 

transformed results show that the Re-S bond 

lengths gradually become shorter as the pressure 

increases in the entire measurement range. We 

obtained the number of S atoms surrounding Re, 

the Debye-Waller value, and the accurate Re-S 

bond length, which decreases from 2.413 Å at 

ambient pressure to 2.378 Å at 20.4 GPa by the local 

structural fitting analysis. 3) We investigated the 

structure evolution of bAs by in-situ high-pressure 

EXAFS measurements. We found bAs undergo a 

phase transition from A17 (bAs) to the A7 (gray As) 

phase at 4.7 GPa, which is attributed to the new 

interlayer bonds formation while intralayer bonds 

are broken. Another phase transition occurs at 10.8 

GPa, where we believe the phase transition from A7 

to simple cubic (SC) phase. The Fourier transformed 

results show that the formation of the interlayer As-

As bond at 4.7 GPa and the bond lengths gradually 

become shorter in the entire pressure range. 
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Synthèse en français 

Les combustibles fossiles traditionnels tels que le pétrole, le charbon et le gaz 

naturel donnent un élan continu au développement de la société et de 

l'économie modernes. Mais l'utilisation des combustibles fossiles entraîne une 

série de problèmes environnementaux. Pour résoudre ces problèmes, les 

scientifiques explorent activement de nouveaux matériaux énergétiques afin de 

développer et d'utiliser des énergies renouvelables et propres. Parmi les 

différentes technologies d'énergie verte, l'énergie solaire est considérée comme 

une technologie très prometteuse. L'obtention et la conversion de l'énergie 

solaire peuvent contribuer à résoudre les problèmes énergétiques et 

environnementaux actuels. Les matériaux de cellules solaires en pérovskite et 

les matériaux en couches bidimensionnelles (2D) ont attiré l'attention du 

monde entier en tant que matériaux de collecte solaire en raison de leurs 

remarquables propriétés photovoltaïques. D'une manière générale, ces 

matériaux sont largement utilisés dans divers dispositifs photovoltaïques. Afin 

d'améliorer les performances des dispositifs photovoltaïques basés sur ces 

matériaux, il est nécessaire d'explorer et d'améliorer leurs propriétés. 

Pour comprendre et explorer pleinement les propriétés de ces matériaux 

énergétiques émergents, des outils et techniques appropriés sont nécessaires 

pour effectuer des mesures complètes. La pression est une variable 

thermodynamique fondamentale qui peut être facilement réglée dans 

l'expérience, permettant des avancées significatives dans des domaines 

scientifiques et technologiques aussi vastes que la physique, la chimie, la 

biologie, etc. Les études sous haute pression sont utiles pour comprendre les 

propriétés des molécules et des matériaux. Les expériences de spectroscopie 
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d'impédance en courant alternatif (AC), de photocourant et de spectroscopie 

d'absorption des rayons X (XAS) sous haute pression sont des méthodes 

importantes pour étudier les propriétés électroniques, photoélectriques et 

structurales.  

La spectroscopie d'impédance AC est une technique expérimentale très 

importante pour étudier les propriétés électriques et les propriétés d'interface 

des matériaux. Après des années de développement, elle est désormais 

largement utilisée dans les domaines des sciences de la Terre, de la science des 

matériaux et de la fabrication de cellules solaires photovoltaïques. Dans la 

recherche sur les matériaux, la spectroscopie d'impédance AC peut aider à 

comprendre en profondeur les propriétés de transport électrique des matériaux. 

Étant donné que les ions et les électrons ont des réponses complètement 

différentes aux signaux AC de différentes fréquences lorsqu'ils traversent les 

grains et les joints de grains, c'est donc un moyen très efficace de distinguer la 

conduction ionique et électronique et la contribution des grains et des joints 

de grains. Le photocourant est une caractéristique importante du matériau 

photovoltaïque avec des applications pratiques. La mesure du photocourant 

permet d'observer très intuitivement la capacité d'absorption de la lumière du 

matériau photovoltaïque. La spectroscopie d'absorption des rayons X joue un 

rôle incomparable dans l'étude des propriétés locales dans des conditions 

extrêmes grâce à sa sélectivité des éléments et à sa sensibilité aux structures 

atomiques, électroniques et magnétiques locales. La spectroscopie 

d'absorption de rayons X en dispersion d’énergie (ED-XAS), en particulier, a été 

largement appliquée pour de telles études en raison de son optique de 

focalisation, de son temps d'acquisition court et de sa grande stabilité pendant 

la collecte des données. Dans ce travail de thèse, des mesures de spectroscopie 

d'impédance en courant alternatif et de photocourant sous pression ont été 

réalisées à l'Institut de Physique Atomique et Moléculaire et au State Key Lab 
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of Superhard Materials de l'Université de Jilin en Chine. Les expériences XAS ont 

été réalisées sur la ligne en dispersion d’énergie ODE de l'installation de 

rayonnement synchrotron SOLEIL en France. 

L'émergence des matériaux pérovskites hybrides organiques-inorganiques 

(HOIP) a révolutionné le domaine du photovoltaïque. Au cours des dix dernières 

années, le rendement de conversion de puissance (PCE) des cellules solaires à 

base de HOIP a été considérablement amélioré. Cependant, malgré 

l'amélioration rapide du PCE, les matériaux HOIP ont encore un long chemin à 

parcourir pour passer du laboratoire à leur application, avec quelques défis à 

relever: 1) la stabilité à long terme dans l'environnement extérieur; 2) la diffusion 

des porteurs par les joints de grains dans les matériaux HOIP affectera les 

performances des dispositifs photovoltaïques, mais les raisons spécifiques ne 

sont pas encore claires; 3) la migration des ions dans les matériaux HOIP peut 

affecter l'efficacité de conversion des cellules solaires, ce qui doit être étudié. 

Parmi une grande variété de matériaux HOIP, le bromure de césium et de plomb 

(CsPbBr3) présente des propriétés photoélectriques exceptionnelles, une 

stabilité thermique remarquable et une meilleure résistance à l'humidité par 

rapport aux autres composés pérovskites organiques-inorganiques, ce qui en 

fait un candidat idéal pour les futurs dispositifs photovoltaïques. 

Les propriétés de transport électrique et les propriétés optoélectroniques du 

CsPbBr3 ont été étudiées à l'aide d'un dispositif à haute pression basé sur la 

cellule à enclume de diamant (CED), combiné à des méthodes de spectroscopie 

d'impédance AC in-situ à haute pression et de mesure du photocourant. Le 

mécanisme de conduction dans le CsPbBr3 est une conduction mixte 

ionique/électronique. Il y a des changements discontinus dans les paramètres 

électriques au point de pression de la transition de phase. De plus, la transition 

de la conduction mixte ionique/électronique à la conduction électronique pure 

se produit après l'amorphisation du CsPbBr3. Lorsque la pression augmente, la 
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contribution des joints de grains à la résistance devient de plus en plus évidente. 

Mais le joint de grain affecte seulement le changement de sa résistance et 

n'affecte pas ses propriétés intrinsèques telles que e sens du changement de 

résistance avec la pression, et la transition induite par la pression de la 

conduction ionique/électronique à la conduction électronique pure. La réponse 

photoélectrique du CsPbBr3 peut être améliorée par la pression, le 

photocourant étant maximum à 1,4 GPa, qui est affecté par la migration des 

ions. Les ions qui migrent dans le CsPbBr3 peuvent être divisés en deux parties: 

1) les ions participant à la migration dans le noir,  sans lumière; 2) les ions

excités par la lumière pour participer à la migration sous éclairement. Les ions 

participant à la migration sont excités par la lumière, migrent dans la direction 

du champ électrique externe et s'accumulent à l'interface pérovskite-électrode 

pour former un nouveau champ électrique interne. La direction étant opposée 

à celle du champ électrique externe, ce dernier diminue, ce qui entraîne une 

diminution progressive du photocourant. En outre, l'évolution de la structure 

électronique du CsPbBr3 a été étudiée par XAS à haute pression. La variation du 

spectre d'absorption des rayons X du CsPbBr3 en fonction de la pression et les 

résultats du calcul théorique du spectre d'absorption confirment directement la 

transition de phase isostructurale à 1,2 GPa. La pression provoque une 

diminution continue de la distance Pb-Br, ce qui entraîne des distorsions et des 

contractions des octaèdres de PbBr6, ce qui induit la transition de phase. 

Pour les matériaux 2D en couches, leurs propriétés sont souvent affectées par 

le nombre de couches et la variation des forces de couplage entre les couches. 

Sous pression, la distance entre les couches diminue et l'interaction de couplage 

entre les couches est renforcée, ce qui favorise les transitions structurales et 

électroniques. La structure fine d'absorption des rayons X étendue (EXAFS) à 

haute pression peut nous aider à comprendre en profondeur ces types de 

matériaux, et fournir de nouvelles idées ou directions pour le développement 
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de nouveaux dispositifs photovoltaïques basés sur ces matériaux. ReS2 et 

l'arsenic noir, b-As, sont des représentants de deux types de matériaux en 

couches 2D. 

Pour ReS2, la pression peut facilement affecter le couplage inter-couche en 

changeant la distance entre les couches, modifiant ainsi sa structure 

électronique. Nous avons effectué des mesures EXAFS au seuil Re L3 de ReS2 et 

avons finalement déterminé que deux transitions de phase se sont produites à 

6,0 et 20,4 GPa, respectivement. Lorsque la pression dépasse 6,0 GPa, 

l'interaction entre les atomes S inter-couches est renforcée, ce qui entraîne la 

formation de liaisons de type covalent S-S, la rotation des atomes S autour des 

atomes Re intra-couche, et la transition de phase de ReS2 se produit. Lorsque 

la pression atteint 20,4 GPa, le couplage inter-couche est accru, ce qui entraîne 

que les différentes couches de ReS2 passent progressivement d'un empilement 

désordonné à un empilement ordonné. Nous attribuons les transitions de phase 

à 6,0 et 20,4 GPa aux transitions intra-couche et inter-couche, respectivement. 

Nous avons utilisé une méthode d'analyse similaire pour étudier la transition 

de phase du b-As sous pression. Les données EXAFS au seuil K de l'As ont été 

collectées de 0 à 20,1 GPa pour explorer l'évolution de la structure de b-As sous 

pression. Nous avons constaté que la transition de b-As (A17) à g-As (A7) 

(l’arsenic gris) s'est produite à 4,7 GPa. La transformation structurale de b-As en 

arsenic gris n'est pas causée par la compression et l'extension de la structure 

intra-couche dans une seule direction sous pression, mais plutôt par la 

formation de liaisons inter-couches et la rupture des liaisons intra-couches. En 

outre, pour la transition soudaine de l'intensité de la ligne blanche à 10,8 GPa, 

combinée aux résultats de recherches précédentes, nous spéculons que la 

transition de la phase gAs à la phase cubique simple se produit à 10,8 GPa. 

La structure du présent travail de thèse est la suivante : 
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• Introduction des connaissances de base et de l'histoire du

développement des matériaux énergétiques émergents tels que les

pérovskites et les matériaux en couches 2D, puis brève explicationdu

rôle des hautes pressions en science des matériaux, puis présentation

de nos motivations de recherche ;

• Présentation des techniques expérimentales, telles que la CED, la

spectroscopie d'impédance AC et la XAS, utilisées pour les expériences

sous haute pression ;

• Présentation des mesures de spectroscopie d'impédance AC, de photo-

courant, et de XAS et analyse des résultats de CsPbBr3 sous pression ;

• Présentation des résultats d’EXAFS et étude de l'évolution de la

structure électronique de ReS2 et b-As sous pression ;

• Présentation succincte des collaborations avec d'autres personnes ;

• Résumé, conclusions et perspectives de ce travail.

De plus amples informations sur les détails techniques concernant les 

techniques expérimentales et l'analyse des données peuvent être trouvées dans 

la section texte suivante. 
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Chapter 1  

 

High-pressure research on emerging 

energy materials: background 

 

1.1 Emerging energy materials 

The ever-increasing population of the world and the rapid development of 

industrialization have led to rising energy demand. Traditional fossil fuels such 

as oil, coal, and natural gas provide the continuous impetus for the 

development of modern society and the economy. The side products of fossil 

fuels combustion, such as toxic CO, CO2, and SO2, are harmful to human health 

and cause global warming.1-5 Environmental concerns related to fossil fuels 

have driven scientists to explore alternative means for energy production and 

storage. New and innovative materials offer new options for solving these 

problems.6 The exploration and research of emerging energy materials have 

always been carried out around the development and utilization of renewable 

clean energy. As shown in Figure 1.1, people have access to clean and renewable 

energy in a variety of ways and make use of it. 

Among different green energy technologies, solar energy has been 

considered to be a very promising technology. The solar energy that radiates 

to the earth every day is more than the sum of the energy consumed every year 

in the world.7 Obtaining and converting solar energy can help solve current 
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energy and environmental problems. Perovskite solar cell materials and two-

dimensional layered materials have attracted worldwide attention as solar 

harvesting materials because of their remarkable photovoltaic properties. 

Figure 1.1 Access to clean and renewable energy: a) Photovoltaic solar 

panels; b) Wind power components. 

1.1.1 Perovskite solar cell materials 

Perovskites are a class of crystalline materials with the formula ABX3, in which A 

is a monovalent organic cation (MA+
 (MA = CH3NH3), FA+ (FA = CH(CH2)2)…), or 

an inorganic cation (such as Cs+, Rb+
…), B is a metal divalent cation (Pb2+, Sn2+, 

Ge2+
…), X is a monovalent halogen element (Cl−, Br− and I−…).8 The structure 

comprises a set of fully corner-sharing [BX6]4− octahedra organic cations 

coordinated by 12X anions as shown in Figure 1.2. By changing the 

compositions of A, B, and X, one can tune their optoelectronic properties to 

discover more properties in perovskite-structured photovoltaics. 

Figure 1.2 The structure of perovskite. 
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In 2009, Kojima and Miyasaka et al. applied organic-inorganic hybrid 

perovskites CH3NH3PbBr3 (MAPbBr3) and MAPbI3 to sensitize solar cells for the 

first time, and obtained conversion efficiencies of 3.1% and 3.8%, respectively,9 

which opened the prelude to the research of perovskite solar cells. In 2012, the 

Park group and Grätzel group collaborated to use solid spiro-OMeTAD instead 

of traditional liquid electrolyte as a hole transport material, and MAPbI3 as a 

light-absorbing material to develop all-solid perovskite solar cells (PSCs), in 

Figure 1.3. The power conversion efficiency (PCE) has been increased to 9.7%, 

and the stability has been greatly improved. It can work stably for about 500 

hours. This research result has laid the foundation for the application and 

development of hybrid organic/inorganic perovskite (HOIP) materials in solar 

cells.10  

Figure 1.3 The structure of perovskite solar cells. 

A year later, the Grätzel and Snaith groups further improved the efficiency of 

perovskite solar cells by optimizing the cell structure and material synthesis 

technology, breaking through 15%.11-12 Because of the great achievements 

made in the research of perovskite solar cells in just a few years, both Nature 

and Science regard perovskite solar cells as one of the major scientific advances 

in 2013.13 After that, due to the many advantages14-21 and wide-ranging 
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applications22-30 of perovskite materials, the emergence of new thin-film 

technologies, the application of new materials and new manufacturing 

processes, and the optimization of structure and surface interface 

engineering,31-39 the development of perovskite solar cells was pushed to a 

climax. In the past ten years, the efficiency of perovskite solar cells has been 

continuously improving and has reached 25.7% today, as shown in Figure 1.4. 

Figure 1.4 The Best Research-Cell Efficiency Chart.40 

1.1.2 Two-dimensional layered materials 

Two-dimensional (2D) layered materials refer to a class of materials artificially 

derived from layered van der Waals solids,41-42 in which the atoms are held 

together by tight covalent or ionic bonds along 2D (in-plane) directions to form 

atomic layers, while the atomic layers are bonded together by weak van der 

Waals interactions along the third-dimensional (out-of-plane) direction.43-44 

Some 2D layered materials are shown in Figure 1.5.  
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Figure 1.5 The crystal structures of several types of representative 2D 

layered materials (a) orthorhombic black-arsenic.45 (b) Orthorhombic 

black-phosphorus.46 (c) Monoclinic GeAs.47 (d) Orthorhombic GeSe.48 

(e) Triclinic KP15.49 (f) Monoclinic TiS3.50 (g) Triclinic ReSe2.51 

Such weak van der Waals interactions between neighboring layers make it 

possible to cleave the layered materials into individual freestanding few-atom-

thick or even single-atom-thick layers via mechanical52-53 or liquid phase 

exfoliation54-55 techniques. So far, more than ten different 2D semiconductors 

(with bandgap values spanning from a few millielectronvolts up to several 

electronvolts) have been experimentally isolated and there are potentially 

hundreds more that could be isolated soon. 2D materials have attracted 

considerable attention due to their exciting optical and electronic properties 

and demonstrated immense potential for next-generation solar cells and other 

optoelectronic devices. With the scaling trends in photovoltaics moving toward 

thinner active materials, the atomically thin bodies and high flexibility of 2D 

materials make them the obvious choice for integration with future-generation 

photovoltaic technology. Discovered in 2004, graphene, composed of a single 

layer of carbon atoms bonded together in a hexagonal honeycomb lattice, is 

the most famous 2D layered material56 and has plenty of appealing electronic, 

optical, mechanical, and thermal properties.57-59  
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Figure 1.6 Comparison of the bandgap values for different 2D 

semiconductor materials families. The crystal structure is also 

displayed to highlight the similarities and differences between the 

different families. The gray horizontal bars indicate the range of 

bandgap values that can be spanned by changing the number of layers, 

straining, or alloying. This broad bandgap range spanned by all these 

2D semiconductors can be exploited in a wide variety of photonics and 

optoelectronics applications, such as thermal imaging, fiber optics 

communication, photovoltaics, displays, and light-emitting diodes.60 

Following the footprints of graphene, other atomically thin, layered 

semiconducting 2D materials emerged with their inherent distinctive 

properties.60 With an intrinsic bandgap and different crystal structures, these 2D 

materials have become promising candidates for a wide variety of applications 

relating to next-generation electronics and optoelectronics.42, 61-71 Figure 1.6 

shows a catalog of 2D materials with varying bandgap utilized for various 

applications in different wavelength regimes. 

Specifically, research and development of 2D materials like transition metal 
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dichalcogenides (TMDs)42, 72-73, and black phosphorus74-76 have progressed 

rapidly due to their excellent mechanical properties, which have played 

extensive roles in designing flexible and stretchable next-generation electronic 

devices.77-78 These materials have attracted much attention not only due to their 

semiconducting nature but also due to their ultralightweight, high Young’s 

modulus,79 and high tensile strength. Also, the in-plane and out-of-plane 

mechanical properties of these materials are different from each other. Recently, 

they have been found to play promising roles in photovoltaic devices,80-83 as 

shown in Figure 1.7. 

 

Figure 1.7 Timeline showing the development of the applications of 

graphene and other 2D layered semiconductors in photodetectors 

based on different principles. 
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1.2 The role of pressure in the material sciences 

Pressure is a fundamental thermodynamic variable that can be easily tuned in 

the experiment, leading to significant advances in such extensive areas of 

science and technology as condensed matter physics, geophysics, astrophysics, 

chemistry, biology, etc.84-88 Pressure possesses one of the greatest ranges 

among all physical parameters, over 60 order of magnitude.89 High-pressure 

investigations are useful for understanding the properties of molecules and 

materials. From the fascinating phenomena represented in Figure 1.8, it is very 

easy to understand the origin of the increasing interest in high-pressure studies. 

The significant effect of high pressure is the shortening of interatomic and 

intermolecular distances accompanied by the reduction of volume. On one 

hand, high-pressure studies can acquire knowledge about the behavior of 

materials under extreme conditions which is necessary for understanding the 

physical and chemical evolutions occurring in the Earth and planetary interiors90. 

On the other hand, in many cases, scientists and engineers can use the high-

pressure technique to synthesize innovative materials with high elastic moduli 

and hardness.91-92 Moreover, these materials may have interesting 

optoelectronic, thermal, magnetic, semiconducting, or superconducting 

properties which can be recovered to ambient conditions. Due to substantial 

technological advances during the past few decades, research in the field of 

high-pressure chemistry has also progressed significantly.93 Furthermore, the 

treatments of biological materials under high pressure are of considerable 

interest.94 Because of its outstanding importance, high-pressure science and 

technology are giving significant contributions to our deepest understanding 

of the ultimate properties of matter.95 
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Figure 1.8 The selected fascinating phenomena under high- pressure 

with selected examples.96 

High pressures can be relatively easily applied to small samples in a controlled 

manner in the laboratory, and the resulting changes in material properties can 

be explored systematically using in situ high-pressure techniques. During the 

past decades, high-pressure scientists and engineers have focused on pressure 

cell modifications and the integration of analytical techniques with high-

pressure apparatus.97 As a result of the developments in high-pressure 

techniques, such as the diamond anvil cell (DAC) and the large volume press 

(LVP),98-99 it is possible to significantly expand the pressure-temperature range 

under static conditions. Principles of high-pressure experiments using DAC will 

be briefly introduced in Chapter 2. 

The static compression experiments require in situ measurements under such 

extreme pressure and temperature conditions. Many kinds of in situ 

measurement methods based on high-pressure apparatus,97 such as Raman 
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scattering, X-ray diffraction (XRD), electrical measurements, magnetic studies, 

will enable detailed insight into the changes of atomic structures in materials. 

Due to the very small size of the samples (of order 100 μm), the brilliant and 

small beams of synchrotron radiation have a profound effect on high-pressure 

research. The advent of synchrotron radiation as a light source allows 

nanometer-sized crystals to be used because an intense beam can be focused 

down to a size smaller than that of samples in DAC. Additionally, using 

synchrotron radiation techniques, both the quality of signals and the 

measurement time have improved significantly, and the available pressure-

temperature range is now much larger than before.100 

1.3 The motivation for this thesis work 

The emergence of organic-inorganic hybrid perovskites (HOIPs) has 

revolutionized the field of photovoltaics. The simple preparation process, low 

cost, and high conversion efficiency give this material good application 

prospects in the future. However, perovskite solar cells still have a long way to 

go from the laboratory to their application with some challenges: 

1. Long-term stability under external environment (such as moisture, 

temperature, light, etc.); 

2. In practical applications, the scattering of carriers by grain boundaries in 

HOIP materials will affect the performance of photovoltaic devices, and the 

specific reasons are unclear; 

3. The ion migration in perovskite will affect the conversion efficiency of 

solar cell devices, and the ion migration behavior in HOIP materials also 

needs to be explored. 

Here, we selected HOIP materials to study the electrical transport properties 

under high pressure. The structure of the HOIP material can be changed 
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through high pressure. Impedance spectroscopy can be used to analyze the 

conductivity types of HOIP materials such as electronic conduction, ionic 

conduction, or mixed conduction. In addition, impedance spectroscopy can also 

distinguish the contribution of grains and grain boundaries to the resistance 

and the transport mechanism. The photocurrent can reflect the photoelectric 

response-ability of the material. The larger the photocurrent, the higher the 

conversion efficiency of the device. X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) can 

provide structural information on the local environment surrounding the 

absorbing atom, which can help us gain insight into the electronic and 

geometric evolution of HOIP materials under pressure. 

For 2D layered materials, their properties are often affected by the number 

of layers and the variation in the coupling strength between layers. Under 

pressure, the interlayer distance of layered 2D materials will be reduced, and 

the interlayer coupling interaction will be enhanced, which promotes transition 

in their lattice and electronic structures. High-pressure EXAFS can help us to 

understand these kinds of materials deeply, and provide new ideas or directions 

for the development of new photovoltaic devices based on these materials. 
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Chapter 2 

 

Experimental techniques: basic 

principles and applications 

 

2.1 High-pressure techniques 

2.1.1 Diamond anvil cell (DAC) 

Since the pioneering work of P. W. Bridgman in the early 1900s,  massive 

hydraulically driven Bridgman-anvil and piston-cylinder apparatus dominated 

high-pressure science until the late 1960s. From the advent of the diamond anvil 

cell (DAC) in the mid-1960s, due to its easy assembly and operation, many non-

specialized laboratories became able to develop high-pressure experiments.101 

Diamond is the hardest known bulk material with high incompressibility and 

transparency, which is an ideal material for a high-pressure device. 

Figure 2.1 illustrates the basic principle of DAC: the sample is placed in a hole 

of a gasket with a pressure transmitting medium between the flat faces (culets) 

of two opposed diamond anvils and its pressurization is achieved by applying 

a force on the anvil. The applied pressures depend on the culets' diameter of 

diamond anvils. Typically, a 500 µm diameter of the culet allows pressures up 

to ~25 GPa, while a 100 µm diameter allows pressures up to ~120 GPa. 
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Figure 2.1 Principle of the diamond anvil cell. 

DAC is currently the device that reaches the highest static pressure (~400 

GPa).102 One of the greatest advantages of DAC is the transparency of its anvils. 

So a sample can be observed during compression and in situ studied by various 

techniques: X-ray diffraction, X-ray spectroscopy, Raman, IR, UV, etc. There are 

plenty of pressurizing mechanisms and therefore plenty of kinds of DACs.103 In 

our studies, we use two kinds of DAC, one is a mechanically pressurized DAC 

(MPDAC), and the other is membrane DAC (MDAC), which is a metallic toroidal 

membrane inflated with helium to push on the piston to provide pressure, as 

shown in Figure 2.2. 

 

Figure 2.2 The picture of (a) MPDAC and (b) MDAC, (c) a stainless steel 

membrane is located in the cover. To generate pressure, helium is 

inflated into the membrane through the capillary tube. 
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Because electrical measurements require lead-in electrodes, the MPDAC 

provides a wide window to link electrodes and measurements. For MDAC, the 

membrane generates axial force, which is therefore homogeneously extended 

over all the pistons, permitting precise control of the pressure. The membrane 

is linked by a metallic capillary to a He bottle through a pressure pneumatic 

drive system (PDS). By using MDAC, pressure on the sample can be easily tuned 

without touching or displacing the cell, which is a great advantage for in situ 

synchrotron measurements. Using micro-valves also permits to “keep” an 

obtained pressure and meanwhile disconnect the cell from PDS for 

transportation or keeping it independently. 

2.1.2 Measuring high pressures 

The majority of DAC studies utilize one of two strategies for pressure 

measurement: (1) measuring the unit cell size of a material whose equation of 

state (EoS) is well known; (2)measuring the position of the fluorescence line of 

ruby (Al2O3 doped by Cr+3) or YAG (Y3Al5O12). The displacement of the 

fluorescence line as a function of pressure is well known. Ruby fluorescence is 

very commonly used for pressure measurement and has been widely used in 

the present work. Ruby is chemically inert and has strong luminescence when 

hit with green laser light. There are two peaks (R1 of 6942.48 Å and R2 of 6927.0 

Å) in the luminescence spectrum of ruby at ambient conditions. The shift of R1 

with pressure has been well calibrated.104-108 Up to 20 GPa, it is linear, whereas 

at higher pressure it can be determined from the following equation:108 

𝑃 =
0.274⋅𝜆𝑅1(0)

𝐵
[(

𝜆𝑅1(𝑃)

𝜆𝑅1(0)
)
𝐵

− 1]                      2.1 

where B is a parameter related to the degree of hydrostaticity on the sample: 

B = 5 for non-hydrostatic conditions and B = 7.665 for conditions close to 

hydrostaticity. As the pressure increases both R1 and R2 broaden until there is a 
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complete overlap at a pressure. The signal-to-noise ratio decreases with 

increasing pressure, making precise high-pressure measurement more difficult. 

The position of the R1 peak is also dependent on temperature.109 When ruby is 

heated, its luminescence peaks broaden and decrease in intensity to a point just 

above 400°C where its position can no longer be measured. Despite this, for 

high-pressure experiments in DACs below 200°C ruby is the best pressure 

marker. 

2.1.3 Pressure transmitting medium 

The pressure transmitting medium (PTM) for DACs are soft solids and liquids or 

fluids. The role of PTM is to transmit pressure to the sample while minimizing 

the shear stress transmitted to the sample. Common PTM, which replaces the 

4:1 mixture ethanol-methanol, is N2, Ar, He, Ne, ethanol, methanol, and NaCl. 

"Gasses" such as He, Ne, or Ar are a highly desirable PTM, due to their chemical 

inertness. They are loaded into the cell only in a fluid state. The liquid PTM 

provides a true hydrostatic environment. However, many fluid media crystallize 

as pressure increases; thus a media that works well at lower pressure may 

crystallize and introduce error at high pressures. 

2.1.4 Fabrication of DAC Gaskets 

 The DAC gasket is a thin sheet of metal that has a small hole about 1/2 

diameter of the diamond anvil (cutlet face). Gaskets are typically prepared by 

pressing the diamonds into a thin metal sheet and then drilling a tiny hole 

through the indented portion of the gasket. The holes can be done either by 

electroerosion or by a high-energy focused ion beam. The indentation thickness 

also influences the maximum reachable pressures. Rhenium is commonly used 

for the gasket, but tungsten, stainless steel 301, Kapton, c-BN, Cu, Be are also 

mentioned in the literature. 
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Figure 2.3 The fabricating process of the gasket: 1 is the insulating 

powder protective layer, 2 is the sample chamber. 

The fabricating process of the gasket we used in this thesis (taking stainless 

steel T301 as an example) is shown in Figure 2.3: 

(a) Select stainless steel T301 with a diameter of 10 mm and a thickness of 

200 μm, and place it in the DAC (keeping the center coaxial) to pre-indented 

the T301 sheet with a thickness of ∼50 μm; 

(b) Drill a hole with the diameter of ∼150 μm (smaller than the diameter of 

the diamond anvil) in the center of the pre-indented gasket; 

At this time, the completed gasket can be used for optical measurement, but 

if it is to be used for electrical measurement, the gasket needs to be insulated. 

(c) Press the insulating powder obtained by mixing alumina and epoxy resin 

according to a certain proportion into the hole of the gasket, to insulate the 

electrode and the gasket; 

(d) Finally, use a laser to drill a hole in the center of the gasket with a 

diameter of ∼100 μm (smaller than the diameter of the hole in the second 

step) as a sample champer to ensure insulation between the sample and the 

gasket. 
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2.1.5 Integration of thin-film electrodes on diamond 

Traditional high-pressure electrical measurements are often performed by 

manually placing platinum (Pt) electrodes in the DAC. Although this method is 

relatively simple and will shorten the experimental preparation time, there are 

still some disadvantages: when the pressure reaches a high level, the Pt 

electrode is easily "tear-off" and the experiment will be interrupted in force; the 

platinum electrode will be stretched and deformed under high pressure, which 

will have a bad influence on the experimental measurement and data 

acquisition and analysis. The thin-film electrodes will not have these problems, 

and after more than ten years of development, the integration skill of thin-film 

electrodes has become very mature. 

We take the integration of parallel plate electrodes as an example to 

introduce the integration process of thin-film electrodes, as shown in Figure 2.4: 

(a) The diamond is placed in a mixture of concentrated sulfuric acid and 

nitric acid then heated and boiled, in this way, the surface of the diamond 

can be completely cleaned; 

(b) Using magnetron sputtering equipment to sputter molybdenum (Mo) 

film on the cleaned diamond surface as electrode material; 

(c) Photolithography of Mo thin-film electrodes on the diamond surface 

using UV lithography machine; 

(d) Sputtering a layer of aluminum oxide film on the electrode after 

photolithography to insulate and protect the Mo electrode; 

(e) The window connecting the electrodes was etched on the diamond 

sputtered with the alumina film, then the conductive silver glue was used to 

glue the wires to the window to connect the electrodes. 
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The advantage of the parallel plate electrode is that the electric field 

generated inside the sample is homogenous, and the data obtained are more 

accurate. 

 

Figure 2.4 Parallel plate electrode model and assembly schematic. 

2.2 Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy  

R represents the resistance of the circuit element to the current flow. Ohm's law 

defines resistance as the ratio of voltage to current: R=E/I and only applies to 

circuit elements that have only one ideal resistance. An ideal resistor needs to 

satisfy several conditions: 1) Ohm's law is satisfied in all current and voltage 

ranges; 2) The resistance value is independent of frequency; 3) The AC voltage 

and the AC current through the ideal resistor are in the same phase. However, 

in the real world, there are many circuit elements with more complex behavior. 

These circuit elements force us to abandon the simple concept of resistance 

and introduce impedance. Similar to resistance: Impedance represents the 

resistance of a circuit to current flow. Unlike resistance, impedance is not limited 

to the properties of the above resistance. 

Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) measurements are usually 

performed by applying an AC potential to a given system and measuring the 

current through the system. Suppose we apply a sinusoidal AC potential, the 
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response to the potential is an AC current signal. This current signal can be 

analyzed as a sum of sinusoidal functions (Fourier series). In a linear (or pseudo-

linear) system, the response of the current is a sine wave of the same frequency 

as the potential, but the phase is shifted as shown in Figure 2.5. 

 

Figure 2.5 Sinusoidal Current Response of Linear Systems 

The excitation signal (AC potential) is a function of time: 

𝐸𝑡 = 𝐸0 sin(𝜔𝑡)                            2.2 

where Et is the potential at time t, E0 is the amplitude of the AC signal, and ω is 

the angular frequency (ω=2πf). In a linear system, the response signal (AC 

current) It is shifted by a phase angle ∅ and has a different amplitude than I0: 

𝐼𝑡 = 𝐼0 sin(𝜔𝑡 + ∅)                         2.3 

Analogously to Ohm's law, impedance can be defined as: 

Z =
𝐸𝑡

𝐼𝑡
=

𝐸0 sin(𝜔𝑡)

𝐼0 sin(𝜔𝑡+∅)
= 𝑍0

sin(𝜔𝑡)

sin(𝜔𝑡+∅)
               2.4 

If the excitation signal is taken as the X-axis and the response signal is taken 

as the Y-axis, the resulting graph is an ellipse called a "Lissajous Figure" (see 

Figure 2.6). The Lissajous Figure on the analysis oscilloscope screen is an 

impedance spectroscopy measurement method before existing impedance 
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spectroscopy measurement instruments were available. 

 

Figure 2.6 The Lissajous Figure. 

With Euler's formula: 

exp(𝑗𝜙) = cos𝜙 + 𝑗 sin𝜙                      2.5 

The impedance can be converted into a complex form, and the excitation and 

response signals can be written as: 

𝐸𝑡 = 𝐸0exp (𝑗𝜔𝑡)                        2.6 

 𝐼𝑡 = 𝐼0exp(𝑗𝜔𝑡 − ∅)                         2.7 

The impedance is represented as a complex number: 

Z(𝜔) =
𝐸

𝐼
= 𝑍0exp(𝑗∅) = 𝑍0(cos∅ + 𝑗 sin ∅)            2.8 

The expression of Z(ω) consists of a real part and an imaginary part. Taking the 

real part as the horizontal axis and the imaginary part as the vertical axis, we 

get the "Nyquist Plot" of the impedance spectrum (see Figure 2.7). 
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Figure 2.7 Nyquist Plot with Impedance Vector. 

Note that in this plot, the vertical axis is negative, and each point on the graph 

corresponds to a frequency. Figure 2.7 shows the high to low frequencies of the 

corresponding data from left to right. On a Nyquist plot, impedance can be 

represented as a vector (arrow) of length |𝑍|. The angle ∅ between this vector 

and the horizontal axis is called the "phase angle". 

AC impedance spectroscopy is a very important experimental technique to 

study the electrical properties and surface interface properties of materials. 

After years of development, it is now widely used in the fields of earth science, 

material science, and solar cell photovoltaic device manufacturing. In materials 

research, the measurement of AC impedance spectroscopy can help us deeply 

understand the electrical transport properties of materials. Since ions and 

electrons have completely different responses to AC signals of different 

frequencies when passing through grains and grain boundaries, therefore, it is 

also a very effective way to distinguish between ionic and electronic conduction 

and the contribution of grains and grain boundaries to matter. 

2.3 Synchrotron radiation applications in high-pressure research 

As an important and matured experimental method for probing materials’ 

structure, synchrotron radiation attracts a huge amount of users including 

condensed-matter physicists, physical chemists, and chemical biologists to 

investigate the properties of matter by its unparalleled capability. High-pressure 
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experiment technologies provide a powerful probe for our understanding of 

the physical properties of molecules and materials. More and more researchers 

to take advantage of the unique characteristics of synchrotron radiation for 

high-pressure research, including a) high intensity in a broad energy spectral 

range, b) high brilliance (small angular divergence), c) tunable energy with the 

use of a monochromator, d) pulsed time structure, e) coherence, and f) high 

polarization of the radiation. The combination of high pressure and synchrotron 

radiation provides a significant and effective method to explore the detailed 

information of structure and physical properties under extreme conditions. 

Significant advances have occurred in high-pressure synchrotron X-ray 

diffraction, extended absorption, inelastic scattering, imaging, and emission 

spectroscopy. With the steady development of high-pressure techniques 

combined with synchrotron radiation, new windows are opened for exploring 

the novel behaviors of materials under extreme conditions, including atomic 

coordination, structures, and bonding character.95 

2.3.1 General description of synchrotron radiation 

Photon radiation occurred in the bending magnet of the synchrotron storage 

ring due to electrons deflecting is called synchrotron radiation. It dramatically 

differs from conventional radiation from the X-ray tubes. The following features 

of synchrotron radiation compared to ordinary one can be underlined:  

⚫ spectral continuity over a range from infrared to X-rays;  

⚫ small divergence of emission in the vertical plane; 

⚫ flux and luminance billions of times greater than those of classic 

sources of X-rays; 

⚫ linear and circular-polarization;  

⚫ temporal structure in pulses;  
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⚫ certain spatial and temporal coherence. 

Due to these qualities, synchrotron radiation is a particularly useful tool for 

providing in situ experiments, especially under extreme conditions.  

The synchrotron is an accelerator of electrons. The general scheme of 

synchrotron construction is presented in Figure 2.8. 

 

Figure 2.8 General arrangement of 3rd generation synchrotron. 

A synchrotron can be divided into three main parts: Linear particle accelerator 

(LINAC); booster and storage ring with beamlines. The electrons produced and 

initially accelerated in LINAC are injected into the booster where they are 

accelerated up to GeV level in synchrotron mode. Finally, the electrons are 

injected into the storage ring where their circulation becomes stable in time and 

the electron energy reaches the “working value” (usually it is from 2 to 8 GeV). 

In general, beamlines deliver X-ray beams from three different X-ray sources: 

wiggler, undulator, and bending magnet. Wiggler and undulator are insertion 

devices (ID) with periodic magnetic structures in the synchrotron storage ring. 

Their constructions are very close to each other. These magnetic structures, 

made up of a complex array of small magnets, force the electrons to follow an 

undulating, or wavy, trajectory (Figure 2.9). The magnetic bremsstrahlung 
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electromagnetic radiation is emitted at each consecutive bend. Consequently, 

the total quantity of emittances from one electron is significantly higher than in 

a bending magnet. Thus, both IDs deliver increased spectral brilliance compared 

with bending magnets (see Figure 2.9). 

 

Figure 2.9 Different synchrotron radiation features; where δω is a 

maximum deviation of electron bunch from the main trajectory. 

Nevertheless, there is a difference between radiation emitted by wigglers and 

undulators. In the case of undulators, due to relatively weak magnet dipoles are, 

the electrons have only slightly deviated from their trajectory (a small value of 

δω). Interference occurs between the radiations emitted by the same electron 

at different points along the trajectory. Due to interference at low δω value and 

overlapping of emitted light, the flux of undulator radiation is dramatically 

higher than other IDs. The emitted photons are concentrated at certain energies 

(called harmonics, see Figure 2.9). By varying the gap between the rows of 

magnets the quantity and relative intensities of harmonics can be changed. The 

wigglers contain a less quantity of magnet dipoles but have a considerably 
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stronger periodic magnetic field. Because of this fact, the electron deviations 

are significantly larger (rather big δω value), the interference effects between 

the emissions from the different poles can be neglected and the overall intensity 

is obtained by summing the contribution of the individual poles. The flux of 

such radiation is lower than that from the undulator. At a big δω value, total 

harmonics number and their width increase, leading to a continuous photon 

spectrum (the same as bending magnet). Unlike undulator, wiggler delivers a 

white beam with flux a few times higher than the bending magnet. 

2.3.2 Synchrotron radiation high-pressure techniques  

Synchrotron X-ray techniques have had a significant impact on the 

development of material science. A great breakthrough in X-ray 

characterization of materials occurred when intense synchrotron X-ray sources 

became available in the mid-1970s. The combination of the high-pressure 

instruments with synchrotron radiation beam was pioneered by Buras et al in 

1977.110 They opened new directions in investigating the properties of materials 

under high pressure. By using brilliant synchrotron radiation, the high-pressure 

data are collected with markedly high speed, improved resolution, and low 

noise111. In the past few decades, many dedicated high-pressure beamlines 

have been built around the world. various synchrotron high-pressure 

techniques have been developed to investigate the crystal structure, electronic 

structure, and bonding information under pressure. For example, high-pressure 

synchrotron XRD experiments can identify the high-pressure phase; high-

pressure inelastic X-ray scattering gives information on the arrangement of the 

atoms through the observation of the electron distributions at high pressure,112 

and high-pressure X-ray absorption spectroscopy allows a unique insight into 

the local structure and bonding information in many types of materials.95 
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2.3.3 X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) 

XAS is one of the most effective characterization techniques to study local 

atomic structure in condensed matter science. Depending on how the X-ray 

beams are absorbed near and above the core-shell binding energy levels, one 

can extract crucial information on the coordination number and geometry, 

oxidation state, and inter-atomic distances. Therefore, XAS measurements are 

used in numerous scientific fields including material science, chemistry, biology, 

and condensed matter physics. 

 

Figure 2.10 a) X-ray absorption spectrum of Pb element. Here K, L, 

and M radiations refer to different quantum numbers n being 1, 2, and 

3, respectively. The inset shows L subshell radiations corresponding to 

2s and 2p orbitals. b) X-ray emission lines of different shells.113 

When a sample is subjected to incident X-ray beams with a range of energy, 

the cross-sectional absorbance decreases monotonously with increasing energy 

until an abrupt change at distinct energy for a certain element, what is called 

the absorption edge. The absorption edge can be defined as the discontinuity 

in the linear absorption coefficient that takes place when the incident beam 

reaches energy that can knock a core-shell electron out of its orbital. Each 

absorption edge is named depending on the binding energy of atomic 

subshells such as K, L, M, and N which correspond to different quantum states. 

Traditionally, the XAS spectrum is divided into two regions, as shown in Figure 
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2.11. The structure in the vicinity of the edge is referred to as X-ray absorption 

near-edge structure (XANES). The oscillations above the edge, which can extend 

for several hundred eV or more, are referred to as extended X-ray absorption 

fine structures (EXAFS). The cut-off between the two regions is typically tens of 

electron volts above the absorption threshold. The distinction between XANES 

and EXAFS is ambiguous since the same fundamental physical principles govern 

the photoabsorption over the entire XAS region and there is no definite border 

that separates “near-edge” and “extended” structures. In some cases, week 

features that are referred to as pre-edge peaks may appear just below the edge 

energy. 

 

Figure 2.11 Two regions of XAS data. 

The XANES part of the absorption spectra corresponds to an energy range of 

about∼50 eV above the absorption edge where the scattered photo-electrons 

from the neighboring atoms have low kinetic energy. The absorption edge is 

generally taken as the maximum in the first derivative of energy or by 

convention the half-height of the peak. The unoccupied states are filled by the 

photo-electrons in this region, which gives rise to the change in the charge 
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density of the initial and the final states. This feature of XANES is used to 

distinguish the local coordination chemistry and the oxidation states of a 

selected absorber. Due to the complicated multiple scattering of the low kinetic 

energy photo-electrons interacting in the XANES region, there is no simplified 

equation for this part of the spectrum. Thus, the interpretation of XANES is 

generally qualitative in terms of coordination chemistry, band structure, and 

ionization states. Another important feature in the XANES region is the pre-

edge interactions. These types of features are seen in most of the metals due 

to 1s to nd orbital transitions depending on dipole or quadripole selections.114 

Figure 2.12 shows different scattering processes triggered by an incident X-ray 

beam on a sample. 

 

Figure 2.12 Schematic representation of single and multiple 

scattering of a photo-electron due to an incident X-ray beam.115 

Unlike the XANES spectrum which is largely affected by the multiple 

scattering with the low kinetic energy of the photo-electron, the EXAFS part 

consists of the modulations of the absorption coefficient µ due to the 

interaction of the outgoing and the back-scattered waves of photo-electrons. 

The oscillations that can be seen in the marked EXAFS region in Figure 2.11 

occur due to the constructive and destructive interference of such interactions. 

As the X-ray energy increases, the resulting photo-electron has greater kinetic 

energy and the EXAFS effects occur mostly due to the single scattering event 
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from an absorber to a scatterer and because of such effects, the absorption 

coefficient µ varies. In EXAFS, the signal measured in χ(k) is represented as: 

𝜒(k) =
𝜇(𝐸)−𝜇0(𝐸)

Δ𝜇0(𝐸)
                         2.9 

where µ0 is the absorption coefficient in the absence of the EXAFS modulations. 

The value of EXAFS signal χ(k) depends on many parameters as follows:116-117 

𝜒(k) = ∑  𝑠
𝑁𝑠𝐴𝑠(k)𝑆0

2

𝑘𝑅𝑎𝑠
2 exp (−2𝑅𝑎𝑠/𝜆(k))exp (−2𝑘2𝜎𝑎𝑠

2 ) ⋅ sin (2𝑘𝑅𝑎𝑠 + 𝜙𝑎𝑠(k)) 2.10 

Here Ns is the coordination number of scattering atoms around the absorber. 

Of special importance is that the EXAFS signal responds inversely to the 

distance between absorber and scatterer, denoted as Ras. λ(k) and as represent 

the energy dependence of the scattering and the mean free path of the photo-

electron, respectively. The phase shift that depends on the scattering atom is 

given by 𝜙𝑎𝑠 . Finally, S0
2 is the amplitude reduction parameter which has a value 

between 0 and 1 while 𝜎𝑎𝑠
2   is the Debye-Waller factor which reflects the 

variance of the multiple absorber-scatterer distance differences. This value can 

also be interpreted as the mean square displacements of the scatterer atoms in 

some cases. Note that in EXAFS measurements, the extracted distances are 

averaged, therefore 𝜎𝑎𝑠
2  holds an important meaning of the errors of the fitting 

and variations in the structure. 

As mentioned above, a simplified quantitative analysis of the XANES 

spectrum is lacking due to its complicated nature. Fortunately, data analysis of 

the EXAFS spectrum is well established.118-119 The EXAFS signal, χ(k), is obtained 

after removing the background modeled by polynomial splines and then 

normalizing the magnitude of the oscillations to the edge jump. Since the 

EXAFS oscillations occur due to the damping of sin(2kRas) term (see equation 

2.10), the Fourier transform of these oscillating frequencies concerning the k 

vector results in the inter-atomic distances between the absorber and the 
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scatterer through various scattering paths. The EXAFS signal χ(k) is generally 

weighted with a power of k and the oscillations are truncated using a window 

function. The truncation range is determined by the noise level of the weighted 

EXAFS signal. Subsequently, a Fourier transformation is applied from reciprocal 

to real space and a radial distribution function (RDF) of the first neighbors is 

obtained. Figure 2.13 illustrates the schematic of the EXAFS data refinement 

procedure. 

Figure 2.13 Schematic of the standard EXAFS data reduction.115 

In this thesis, XAS data were analyzed using the ATHENA and ARTEMIS 

programs of the IFEFFIT package.120-121  

2.3.4 XAS experiments with DAC 

The coupling of this technique with DACs in the last four decades122-125 opened 

a great possibility to provide unprecedented insights into the physical 

phenomena occurring at a wide range of pressure and temperature 

conditions.126 However, full exploitation of the XAS together with DACs was 

limited until very recently due to several technical challenges. A major 

restricting problem for the applications of DACs for high-pressure XAS 

measurements was the presence of glitches in the energy range of interest due 

to the Bragg peaks of single-crystal diamond anvils. The number and energy 

position of the glitches are related to the x-ray energy and relative orientation 

between the DAC and x-ray beam, respectively. Below 10∼12 keV, the relatively 
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less amount of DAC induced glitches could be removed in a wide XAS energy 

range by slowly rotating the DAC cell, so quantitative EXAFS analysis (with 

limited k range) was possible in some cases 124. However, for higher photon 

energies a large number of glitches greatly reduce the useful energy range and 

restricted XAS applications to the XANES range, hindering the use of EXAFS. 

More recently, the successful synthesis of pure large-size nano-polycrystalline 

diamonds (NPD)127 and its application as diamond anvils was found to be a 

satisfactory solution for this long-standing problem of diamond-induced 

glitches in the XAS data.128-129 The Bragg glitches from the NPD anvils are 

continuous and broad, superimposing a uniform background on the EXAFS data. 

Figure 2.14 shows a comparison of Xe K-edge XAS data measured through NPD 

anvils and single-crystal diamond anvils.126 

 

Figure 2.14 Comparison of the Xenon K-edge absorption spectra 

recorded at high pressure using single crystal diamond and NPD 

anvils.129 

The typical diamond culets to reach 50∼100 GPa P range are around 150∼300 

µm, and the sample chamber diameters range between 50∼150 µm. As a result, 

the required focal spot dimensions of the X-ray beam should be 30∼100 µm to 

perform high-pressure XAS experiments in the 100 GPa region. In addition, the 

position and intensity of the focal spot must remain stable on the sample 
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throughout the whole XAS acquisition process. In standard general-purpose 

scanning energy beamlines, however, focal spot sizes of the beam are usually 

quite larger (500 µm to 2 mm). On the other hand, the step-by-step energy 

scanning mode is not convenient for removing diamond glitches by DAC 

rotations. Therefore, conventional energy scanning modes have been regarded 

as poorly suited for high-pressure XAS measurements with DACs, and such 

measurements were initially coupled to the energy-dispersive XAS setup. 

Using the dispersive geometry at synchrotron radiation facilities, a focused 

beam of adequate (30∼70 µm at ODE, Soleil) spot size can be achieved and 

allow easy alignments of the DAC sample. Moreover, the whole energy range 

of the XAS data is collected by a position-sensitive detector (in 0.1∼0.2 s of time) 

allowing a fast glitch removal process and keeping the intensity and position of 

the focal spot unchanged throughout the acquisition process so increasing the 

quality of data collections. Nowadays, with the recent upgrades of the x-ray 

focusing optics in some energy scanning EXAFS beamlines, and the use of NPD 

anvils, it is now possible to measure very high-quality EXAFS in Mbar pressure 

ranges.130 

The co-axial transmission geometry (most common mode) of XAS 

experiments with DACs can be carried out for photon energies higher than 7 

keV since the absorption of the thick diamond windows (3 to 4 mm for two 

anvils) increases considerably at low energy (flux decreases approximately to 

10−4 at 7 keV). Luckily, with the recent progress of tailored anvil designs, it is 

now possible to use DACs for XAS measurements even at lower x-ray 

energies.131 The XAS data discussed in this thesis have been collected at the 

ODE beamline of Synchrotron SOLEIL.132 Details of the ODE experimental setup 

and its application for high-pressure XAS experiments will be introduced shortly 

in the following paragraph. 
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2.3.5Experimental setup for high-pressure XAS at ODE beamline 

The energy dispersive geometry was developed in the 1980s for time-resolved 

EXAFS experiments to monitor dynamical processes.133 The main idea is the use 

of a bent crystal to focus the polychromatic x-ray beam onto the sample and 

correlate the position of the measured outgoing beam to energy. This method 

allows the collection of XAS data in a large energy range using a solid-state 

position sensitive detector (with a typical ms time resolution) without any 

mechanical movement. Also, small beam dimensions (30∼70µm) on the sample 

can be obtained thanks to the focusing optics. These advantages were found to 

be very suitable for studying small samples, particularly the pressurized samples 

in the DACs, ensuring stable data acquisitions and convenient alignments of the 

DAC orientation (for removing glitches). Therefore, most of the pioneering XAS 

studies with DACs performed since the late 1980s were carried out at dispersive 

EXAFS beamlines. In particular, a series of high-pressure XAS studies on 

semiconductors and other materials124, 134-135 was realized at the energy-

dispersive D11 end station of the LURE-DCI synchrotron (Orsay, France).136-137 

The legacy of the activities related to that pioneering beamline was the starting 

point for designing the dispersive beamline (ODE132) at the new French 

synchrotron radiation facility (SOLEIL synchrotron, Paris-Saclay, 2006). 
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Figure 2.15 Scheme of the ODE beamline optical set-up.132 

ODE (acronym of optic dispersive EXAFS ) is a hard x-ray EXAFS station 

installed on a bending magnet of SOLEIL synchrotron, the preferred source for 

the high stability of the emitted beam.132 The scheme of the beamline layout is 

shown in Figure 2.15. The incident whitebeam from the bending magnet is 

(higher) harmonically rejected and vertically focalized by a 1.2 m bent mirror. 

Subsequently, the beam is focalized by an elliptically curved crystal 

polychromator. The energy dispersed beam is sent through the sample at the 

focal point, after a complete harmonic suppression using a small secondary 

mirror, then diverges toward a position-sensitive detector (CCD coupled with a 

fluorescent screen). The pixel-energy relationship is approximately linear and 

can be directly calibrated using a polynomial function138 and absorption 

standards, using different tools (developed by several authors including the 

ESRF-ID24 calibration tool and a python script available at SOLEIL). 

The absorption coefficient (XAS spectrum) is obtained by taking the 
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logarithm (−
1

𝑡
ln 

I

I0
) of the incident (I0) and transmitted (I) beam intensities. At 

ODE, either 111 or 311 oriented Si blades (30 cm long) are used according to 

the need of the designed experiment. The Si 111 blade provides higher photon 

flux and wider energy domains (500eV, typically) with a typical energy 

resolution of 1eV and is usually preferred for EXAFS measurements. The 311 

blade provides a reduced photon flux and a narrower energy range (300eV, 

typically) with a better energy resolution of 0.5 eV, and is usually preferred for 

XANES measurements. Using these polychromators, the ODE beamline is 

currently able to provide a hard x-ray beam with photon energy ranging from 

5 keV to 25 keV. Based on this experimental setup, we have obtained a lot of 

high-pressure XAS data. The details of the data analysis will be clarified in the 

next chapter. 
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Chapter 3 

 

Pressure-induced structural phase 

transition and the optimization of 

photoelectric properties in CsPbBr3 

 

3.1 Introduction 

In the process of exploring emerging photovoltaic technologies, dye-sensitized 

solar cells have attracted extensive attention for nearly 30 years since they 

appeared in 1991.139 However, no substantial improvement in the efficiency of 

the prototype solar cell has been made until 2009 when the hybrid 

organic/inorganic perovskite (HOIP) was used as the photosensitizer of dye-

sensitized solar cells. This new type of photoelectric material brought a new 

opportunity to improve the power conversion efficiency (PCE) of solar cells. 

2012 is a milestone in the practical application of HOIP,10 in which CH3NH3PbI3 

is used as the light-absorbing layer in all-solid-state solar cells. In the past ten 

years, the hybrid organic/inorganic perovskite has set off a “HOIP rush” due to 

its excellent properties such as large absorption coefficient, high carrier mobility, 

long carrier diffusion length, and surprisingly high tolerance to defects,10, 14-16, 

18-21, 140 and have been widely used in the fields of photovoltaics, photonics, and 

optoelectronics.22-30 Great efforts have been made to improve the PCE from 3.8% 

to a record of 25.5% in just a few years.9, 40 Despite the rapid improvement in 
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PCE, one basic issue, that is, the relatively fragile stability of HOIP-based solar 

cells has never been resolved. Pioneering studies revealed that ion-migration 

behavior in HOIP has important implications in terms of the long-term stability 

and performance of perovskite solar cell devices.141-142 This phenomenon will 

hamper further efficiency boost and commercialization of perovskite solar cells. 

Hence, a detailed understanding of the ionic transport properties of lead halide 

perovskites is highly desirable. 

In a large variety of perovskite materials, cesium lead bromide (CsPbBr3) 

exhibits outstanding photoelectrical properties,143-145 preferable thermal 

stability, and moisture-resistant merits146-147 compared to organic-inorganic 

perovskite compounds, which make it an ideal candidate for future photovoltaic 

devices. CsPbBr3 is acknowledged as an ionic conductor in which the mobile 

ions are Br− and Cs+ ions,148-151 and the ionic transport properties can be tuned 

by temperature because of temperature-induced phase transition.148, 152-153 In 

parallel with temperature, pressure is another way to alter the lattice and 

electronic configurations of materials. More recently, the pressure effects on the 

structure and optical properties of CsPbBr3 have been studied.34, 154-155 Nagaoka 

et al. reported that the initial phase of the superlattice CsPbBr3 nanocube 

sample is a mixture of cubic and orthorhombic phases under ambient pressure. 

At 0.4 GPa, it changes to a pure orthorhombic phase, which remains at 5.1 GPa. 

The superlattice CsPbBr3 nanocubes become amorphous at higher pressures. 

Nagaoka believes that there is a tetragonal phase in the amorphous process. 

Accompanied by the structural phase change, the photoluminescence (PL) 

intensity of the CsPbBr3 single crystal nanosheets increased by six times at 0.1 

GPa, The PL peak blue-shifted at 0.1 GPa then red-shifted with increased 

pressure and disappeared around 1.3 GPa. Compared with the initial 

superlattice CsPbBr3 nanocubes, the PL intensity still maintains an increase of 

1.6 times after decompression, indicating that the ensemble lifetime is 
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prolonged after the pressure treatment.155 Zou et al. conducted high-pressure 

optical experiments on orthorhombic CsPbBr3 nanocrystals and found that the 

isostructural phase transition occurred at 1.2 GPa, which is different from the 

results of Nagaoka et al. because of the different initial phases of the samples. 

In the PL measurement, no blue shift process was found due to the short phase 

transition interval of the CsPbBr3 nanocubes with high surface energy. At the 

same time, they also found that the bandgap narrowed and the carrier lifetime 

prolonged. In the high-pressure experiment of the bulk CsPbBr3, it was also 

found that the pure orthorhombic CsPbBr3 undergoes an isostructural phase 

transition at 1.2 GPa. The initial bandgaps of bulk and nanomaterials are 2.32 

eV and 2.52 eV, respectively. During the pressurization process, the bandgaps 

of bulk and nanomaterials decreased to 2.29 eV and 2.41 eV. The bandgap 

evolutions of bulk and nano-CsPbBr3 under pressure are shown in Figures 3.1 

and Figure 3.2. 

 

Figure 3.1 Bandgap evolutions of bulk CsPbBr3 crystals as a function 

of pressure.154 
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Figure 3.2 Bandgap evolutions of CsPbBr3 nanocrystals as a function 

of pressure.156  

  However, no systematic experimental investigation of ionic transport 

properties for CsPbBr3 under high pressures has been reported to date. 

Therefore, the ionic conduction processes in compressed CsPbBr3 are still not 

clear. Furthermore, the excellent optoelectrical character is responsible for the 

high PCE of perovskite solar cells. In our previous work,157-158 we know that the 

photoresponse capacity of both MAPbI3 and MAPbBr3 can be enhanced by 

moderate pressure (generally about 1 GPa) as shown in Figure 3.3. Whether 

pressure can enhance the photoresponse capacity of this kind of all-inorganic 

lead halide perovskites or not, maybe we can find some clues and 

enlightenment from photocurrent measurements on CsPbBr3. 
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Figure 3.3 Left: (a) the pressure dependence of photocurrents in 

MAPbI3, (b) the detailed response of photocurrent at 1.0 GPa; Right: (a) 

The pressure dependence of photocurrents in MAPbBr3, (b) The 

detailed response of photocurrent at 0.7 GPa. 

The nano-/micro-polycrystalline CsPbBr3 film is usually used in solar cells, 

light-emitting diodes, and laser fields.159-161 The abundant grain boundaries in 

CsPbBr3 play an important role in the performance of photovoltaic devices. In 

traditional polycrystalline semiconductor absorbers such as Cu2ZnSnSe4,162 

Cu(In, Ga)Se2,163 and CdTe,164 the grain boundaries often detrimentally affect 

the performance of solar cells. In contrast, the grain boundaries in lead halide 

perovskite materials are intrinsically benign165 or beneficial for charge 

transport.166 The grain boundaries have also been considered as nonradiative 

recombination centers, and their passivation leads to improved carrier 

separation.166-169 However, how grain boundaries affect the electrical transport 

properties of CsPbBr3 under compression is poorly understood. 

To resolve the issues mentioned above, both the CsPbBr3 powder samples 

containing many grain boundaries and the CsPbBr3 single crystal whose grain 
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boundaries can be neglected are chosen as the research subjects. We have 

carried out in-situ high-pressure AC impedance spectroscopy measurements 

on them. Our goal is to explore how pressure modulates the ionic transport 

properties and the electrical parameters of CsPbBr3 and how grain boundaries 

affect the electrical transport properties of CsPbBr3 under compression. We 

have also performed photocurrent measurements to explore how pressure 

modulates the optoelectrical properties of CsPbBr3. Finally, we analyzed the 

electrical transport property and the photoresponse of CsPbBr3 at the 

microscopic level, which helps optimize the performance of CsPbBr3-based 

photovoltaic devices. 

3.2 Experimental details 

CsPbBr3 powder with a purity of > 99 % was bought from Xi’an Polymer Light 

Technology Corporation. The samples are air-sensitive and were stored in an 

Argon-filled glovebox. The quality of CsPbBr3 was characterized by XRD and 

scanning electron microscopy (SEM) at ambient conditions. SEM was measured 

with an FEI MAGELLAN-400 microscope operating at 20 kV, Figures 3.4 and 3.5 

show the SEM image and XRD pattern of CsPbBr3 particles, respectively. 

Comparing all the diffraction peaks of the CsPbBr3 sample with previous 

reports,156, 170 we can confirm that the CsPbBr3 powder sample has a pure 

orthorhombic phase structure and purity is high, which can satisfy our 

experimental requirements. The particle size of the powder sample is ~3 μm. 
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Figure 3.4 The SEM image of CsPbBr3 powders. 

 

Figure 3.5 The XRD pattern of CsPbBr3 powders. 

In this experiment, a diamond anvil cell with a culet diameter of 400 μm was 

used to generate high pressure. High pressure in situ AC impedance 

spectroscopy and photocurrent measurements were measured by using 

symmetrical Mo electrodes, which were integrated on the surface of one of the 

diamond anvils. The specific integration process of Mo film electrodes can be 

found in previous studies.171-172 One sheet of T301 stainless steel was pre-

indented to a thickness of 70 μm, and a hole of 250 μm in diameter was drilled 

in the center of the indentation by laser. Then, a mixture of alumina power and 
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epoxy was compressed into the indentation. Subsequently, another hole of 130 

μm was drilled and served as the sample chamber. The pressure was calibrated 

by the R1 fluorescence peak of the ruby ball with a diameter of about 5 μm.173 

In order to avoid the introduction of other interferences in AC impedance 

spectroscopy and photocurrent measurements, no pressure transmitting 

medium was used.  

In the high pressure in situ AC impedance spectroscopy measurements of the 

CsPbBr3 single crystal, NaCl is used as the pressure transmitting medium to get 

a quasi-hydrostatic condition since the CsPbBr3 single crystal may not be able 

to completely fill the sample cavity. The single crystal chips with random planes 

for high pressure in situ AC impedance spectroscopy measurements are cut up 

from the big single crystal. The big single crystal is bought from Chemsoon Co., 

Ltd. as shown in Figure 3.6. 

 

Figure 3.6 The photograph of the CsPbBr3 single crystal. 

The AC impedance spectroscopy was measured by a Solarton 1296 

impedance analyzer equipped with Solarton 1260 dielectric interface. A 1 V sine 

signal was applied to the sample, and the test frequency ranged from 10-2 to 

106 Hz. To shield the other signal interference and light-generated carriers, we 

placed the DAC in a metal box. The photocurrent was recorded by CHI660D 
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electrochemical workstation, the illumination was AM 1.5 simulated sunlight 

with the intensity of 2 W·cm-2 provided by 3A class solar simulator (UHE-16, 

ScienceTech Inc.), and then a constant DC voltage of 3 V was applied on the 

sample. The interval time Δt between light on and off was 40 seconds. 

The high-pressure Br K-edge and Pb L3-edge XAS measurements at room 

temperature have been performed using the dispersive XAS setup (Figure 2.15) 

at the ODE beamline of Synchrotron SOLEIL.132 Theoretical XAS spectra were 

calculated based on the first principle one electron full multiple scattering (FMS) 

theory using the CONTINUUM code embedded in MXAN.174-176 To avoid 

diffraction from a single crystal diamond. Nanodiamond with a size of 400 μm, 

a steel gasket, and silicon oil as the pressure transmission medium were used 

in the measurement. 

3.3 In-situ impedance spectroscopy study of CsPbBr3 under 

pressure 

The high pressure in situ AC impedance spectroscopy measurements was used 

to characterize the electrical transport properties of ionic conductor CsPbBr3 

powders. As presented in the Nyquist plot in Figure 3.7, clear changes in 

impedance with pressure are observed. From ambient pressure to 9.2 GPa, these 

spectra can be classified into three groups according to their shapes and 

variation trends as shown in Figures 3.7 (a)–(c), respectively. At pressures below 

2.3 GPa, these spectra exhibit two distinct charge-transport regimes, and the 

semicircles closest to the origin are attributed to the process that ions or/ and 

electrons vibrate around the rigid lattice points back and forth at high 

frequencies. The semicircles’ diameter equals the transfer resistance of the 

process which characterizes the difficulty in ion or/and electron transport in the 

lattice. The inclined straight lines at low frequencies are attributed to the 

impedance arising from the mass transfer of ionic diffusion. These 
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characteristics indicate that both ionic and electronic conductions dominate the 

transport process of CsPbBr3 powders under 2.3 GPa as shown in Figures 3.7 (a) 

and (b). When the applied pressure exceeds 2.3 GPa, the inclined straight lines 

disappear, indicating that pure electronic conduction dominates the transport 

process of CsPbBr3 powders as shown in Figure 3.7 (c). 

 

 

Figure 3.7 The Nyquist plots of CsPbBr3 powders measured at pressures 

up to 9.2 GPa. (a) 0–1.2 GPa; (b) 1.2–2.3 GPa; and (c) 2.3–9.2 GPa. 

The selection of simulation equivalent circuit models plays a key role in the 

analysis of pressure-dependent electrical transport mechanisms of CsPbBr3. 

According to the different ac impedance spectral shape and variation trend in 

CsPbBr3 powders shown in Figure 3.7, we use three kinds of suitable equivalent 

circuit models to fit the impedance spectra as shown in Figure 3.8.  

 

Figure 3.8. The experimental and fitting data for CsPbBr3 powder 

impedance spectra at different pressures. (a) 0.5 GPa; (b) 2.3 GPa; and 

(c) 3.5 GPa. 
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The impedance spectrum of CsPbBr3 powders at 0.5 GPa is selected as an 

example to demonstrate the process of deducing the electrical parameters of 

ion and electron migration with the equivalent circuit (Circuit 1) in Figure 3.8 (a). 

In Circuit 1, Ri and Re which present a parallel relationship denote ionic and 

electronic resistances, respectively. W is the Warburg impedance of ion 

diffusion, and CPE (Q) is the constant phase element. The impedance of CsPbBr3 

can be expressed as:  

Z =
1

1

𝑅𝑒
+

1

𝑅𝑖+𝑍𝑊
+

1

𝑍𝑄

            3.1 

where ZW and ZQ are the impedances of Warburg and CPE equivalent elements, 

respectively. 

At pressures below 2.3 GPa, the semicircles of impedance spectra are highly 

symmetrical; it is meaningless for us to distinguish the contributions of bulk and 

grain boundaries to the total electrical resistance because big bulk/grain 

boundary resistance errors will appear in the simulation process. At 2.3 GPa, 

CsPbBr3 begins to be amorphous154 and generates more grain boundaries, the 

semicircle turns into two arcs which represent the bulk resistance and the grain 

boundary resistance, respectively, and their values are simulated by the 

equivalent circuit (Circuit 2) as shown in Figure 3.8 (b). In Circuit 2, Rib and Rigb 

represent the ionic resistance, while Reb and Regb represent the electronic 

resistance in bulk and grain boundaries, respectively. At this time, the 

impedance of CsPbBr3 can be expressed as: 

Z =
1

1

𝑅𝑒𝑏
+

1

𝑅𝑖𝑏+𝑍𝑊𝑏
+

1

𝑍𝑄𝑏

+
1

1

𝑅𝑒𝑔𝑏
+

1

𝑅𝑖𝑔𝑏+𝑍𝑊𝑔𝑏
+

1

𝑍𝑄𝑔𝑏

                3.2 

With the applied pressure exceeding 2.3 GPa, the Warburg impedance 

disappears and the electronic conduction is the only detectable process, and so, 

we employ another equivalent circuit (Circuit 3) in Figure 3.8 (c). In the Figure, 

the impedance spectrum of CsPbBr3 powders at 3.5 GPa is selected as an 
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example to demonstrate the process of electron migration in bulk and grain 

boundaries. In Circuit 3, Reb and Regb represent the electronic resistances in bulk 

and grain boundaries, respectively. The impedance of CsPbBr3 of the Circuit 3 

can be expressed as: 

Z =
1

1

𝑅𝑒𝑏
+

1

𝑍𝑄𝑏

+
1

1

𝑅𝑒𝑔𝑏
+

1

𝑍𝑄𝑔𝑏

                         3.3 

The specific parameters of electrical transport in the CsPbBr3 powder samples 

were obtained by fitting the impedance spectra with three equivalent circuits. 

The detailed fitting parameters are provided in Table I. 

TABLE I. Detailed fitting parameters. 

Circuit 1 
CPE1-T CPE1-P Ri W1-R W1-R W1-R Re 

3.40×10-13 0.933 3.452×1010 4.06×1012 1.51×107 0.377 3.2×1012 

Circuit 2 

CPEb-T CPEb-P Rib Wb-R Wb-R Wb-R Reb 

2.60×10-12 0.78 4.0×1010 4.67×1010 5 0.4 2.6×1010 

CPEgb-T CPEgb-P Rigb Wgb-R Wgb-R Wgb-R Regb 

7.20×10-12 0.72 3.790×1010 3.66×1010 4.8 0.32 2.8×1011 

Circuit 3 
CPEb-T CPEb-P Reb CPEgb-T CPEgb-P Regb  

1.58×10-12 0.6796 1.292×1011 6.47×10-12 0.6855 3.48×1011  

By fitting the impedance spectra with Circuit 1, we obtained the pressure 

dependence of Ri, Re, and Rtotal [Rtotal = RiRe/(Ri + Re)] from ambient pressure to 

2.3 GPa. With Circuit 3, we obtained the pressure dependence of Rb, Rgb, and 

Rtotal (Rtotal = Rb + Rgb) from 2.9 to 9.2 GPa. The pressure-dependence of electrical 

parameters including Ri, Re, Rb, Rgb, and Rtotal is shown in Figure 3.9 (a). It can be 

seen that the electrical parameters including Ri, Re, and Rtotal show discontinuous 

changes at 1.2 GPa, which can be attributed to the pressure-induced structural 

phase transition from the orthorhombic (Pbnm) phase (Phase I) to the 

orthorhombic (Pbnm) phase (Phase II).154 From ambient pressure to 2.3 GPa, Ri 
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is always about 1 or 2 orders smaller than Re, indicating that ionic conduction 

dominates the transport process. The total resistance is therefore nearly equal 

to the ionic resistance. 

 

Figure 3.9 (a) Pressure dependence of Ri, Re, Rb, Rgb, and Rtotal. (b) Z’ 

as a function of ω-1/2 plots at low frequencies from ambient pressure 

to 2.3 GPa. (c) Pressure dependence of the relative ionic diffusion 

coefficient from ambient pressure to 2.3 GPa. 

To discuss the internal mechanism of electrical parameter changes in CsPbBr3, 

we take MAPbI3, which has been deeply studied as an example to illustrate the 

ion migration and migration channels in HOIPs. Theoretically, all ions in MAPbI3, 

such as I−, Pb2+, and MA+, may participate in migration. Other ions like H+ 

involved in migration may come from the decomposition or contamination of 

materials.177 Eames et al. compared the activation energies of I−, Pb2+ and MA+ 

ions in MAPbI3 by theoretical calculations and believed that I− is the most likely 

ion to migrate due to its lowest activation energy.151 The schematic diagram of 

the ion movement path is shown in Figure 3.10. In their model, I− ions move 

along a slightly curved path on the edge of the PbI6 octahedron I−—I− (as shown 

in Figure 3.10 b, path A), with the smallest activation energy EA of 0.58 eV. The 

MA+ ions on the (100) plane are transported along the <100> direction (as 

shown in Figure 3.10 b path D), and the activation energy EA is 0.84eV. The Pb2+ 

ion moves along the diagonal of the unit cell in the direction of <100> (as 

shown in Figure 3.10 b path B), and its activation energy EA is 2.31eV. 
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Figure 3.10 The schematic diagram of the ion movement paths in 

MAPbI3. 

Eames et al. obtained the activation energy EA of 0.60-0.68 eV for I− in the 

photocurrent relaxation experiment, which is close to the theoretical value of 

0.58 eV.151 Therefore, they believe that I− is the key migration ion in MAPbI3with 

a diffusion coefficient of 10-12 cm2s-1 at 320 K. In addition, Azpiroz et al. 

believed that I− ions can migrate through the MAPbI3 film within 1 μs based on 

their calculated activation energies of I−, Pb2+ and MA+, which are 0.08 eV, 0.80 

eV, and 0.46 eV, respectively,178 where the activation energy EA of I− ions is very 

small. This time constant of 1 μs can’t explain the hysteresis effect with a time 

scale of 0.1—100s in the MAPbI3 device. Therefore, Azpiroz believes that most 

of the ions mainly involved in migration in MAPbI3 are MA+ and Pb2+ ions. 

Subsequently, Haruyama et al. obtained the activation energies (EA) of 0.33 eV 

and 0.55 eV for I− and MA+ migrations, respectively.179 Although the calculated 

activation energies depend slightly on the theoretical methods, they agree that 

I− is easier to migrate than MA+ and Pb2+. It is worth noting that none of these 

models consider ion migration through interstitial sites (Frenkel defects). 

According to theoretical calculations, the Frenkel defect formation energies of 

I−and MA+ are 0.23-0.83 eV and 0.20-0.93 eV, respectively, which are 

comparable to the activation energies of I− and MA+,180 thus can’t be neglected 

to understand the ion migration phenomenon in HOIPs. The H+ ion has the 
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smallest radius, Egger et al. calculated the activation energy EA to be 0.29eV, 

which is considered to be the only ion that migrates through the Frenkel defect. 

CsPbBr3 and MAPbI3 have a similar perovskite structure. Therefore, in the 

following discussion, we believe that the ion migration paths in CsPbBr3 are the 

same, that is, the migration of cations and halide ions. The research results of 

Chen et al.181 and Zhang et al.182 also confirmed the migration of Br ions and Cs 

ions in CsPbBr3 through theory and experiments. 

From Figure 3.9 (a), we observe that Ri decreases in Phase I and increases in 

Phase II with increasing pressure. We used the well-known relative ionic 

diffusion coefficients183 to characterize the pressure-dependent ionic resistance 

variation trend in CsPbBr3 powders. To obtain the relative ionic diffusion 

coefficient, we plot Z' as a function of ω-1/2 [Figure 3.9 (b)], which shows a linear 

behavior in the low-frequency regime, and the slope is the Warburg coefficient. 

Based on the Warburg coefficients obtained from Figure 3.9 (b), we get the 

pressure-dependent relative ionic diffusion coefficients184 which are shown in 

Figure 3.9 (c). In Phase I of CsPbBr3, the relative ionic diffusion coefficients 

increase with pressure, which indicates that pressure enables ions to migrate 

more easily in the crystal lattice by decreasing the ionic resistance. This 

phenomenon can be attributed to the pressure-induced reduction of crystal 

lattice parameter,154 corresponding to a continuous decrease in the ions’ 

hopping distance as pressure increases.158 In Phase II of CsPbBr3, the relative 

ionic diffusion coefficients decrease with pressure which leads to the increase 

of the ionic resistance. This phenomenon can be explained by the serious 

distortion of the Pb-Br bond length and PbBr6 octahedra, which result in the 

gradual closure of hopping channels.154, 158 

As seen in Figure 3.9 (a), the electronic resistance (Re) decreases between 0 

and 1.2 GPa then increases between 1.2 and 2.3 GPa. This is associated with the 

pressure-induced bandgap narrowing in Phase I and broadening in Phase II of 
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CsPbBr3.156 After 2.3 GPa, the ionic conduction disappears and the electronic 

conduction dominates the electrical transport process. Bulk and grain boundary 

resistances are distinguished by the simulation process. We can see that Rb is 

always larger than Rgb, indicating that the grain boundary shows a larger 

contribution than bulk to the total resistance of CsPbBr3 powders. Rb, Rgb, and 

Rtotal increase with pressure from 2.9 GPa to 9.2 GPa, which is attributed to the 

structural disorder and amorphization154 in CsPbBr3 powders. 

As the electrical transport properties are critically dependent on grain 

boundary effects, at this stage, we do not know whether the pressure-induced 

ionic-electronic to pure electronic conduction transition occurring at 2.3 GPa 

was affected by the grain boundaries or not. In order to eliminate the grain 

boundary effects and clarify the reason, we have conducted the AC impedance 

spectroscopy measurements on the CsPbBr3 single crystal whose grain 

boundary effects can be ruled out. In the high pressure in situ AC impedance 

spectroscopy measurements of CsPbBr3 single crystal, two pieces of platinum 

foils are used as the electrodes. The micrographs of CsPbBr3 single crystal at 

different pressures in a DAC for AC impedance spectroscopy measurements are 

shown in Figure 3.11. 

 

Figure 3.11 The micrographs of CsPbBr3 single crystal at different 

pressures for AC impedance spectroscopy measurements. 

The sample chamber is about 200 μm and the CsPbBr3 single crystal chips in 

the sample chamber are about 120 × 100 × 40 μm3. During the pressurization 

process, the CsPbBr3 single crystal remained intact, and the electrode position 

did not change, but the color of the CsPbBr3 single crystal changed due to the 
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change in the light absorption of the sample with pressure.154 

The Nyquist plots from the AC impedance spectra of the CsPbBr3 single 

crystal from ambient pressure to 6.8 GPa are shown in Figure 3.12 which can 

also be classified into three groups according to their shape and variation 

trends. At pressures below 2.3 GPa, mixed ionic and electronic conduction in 

CsPbBr3 single crystal is observed as shown in Figure 3.12 (a) and (b). When the 

applied pressure exceeds 2.3 GPa, only pure electronic conduction in CsPbBr3 

single crystals is observed as shown in Figure 3.12 (c). By comparing the 

pressure-dependent AC impedance spectra of CsPbBr3 powders (Figure 3.9) 

with CsPbBr3 single crystal, we observed that both samples exhibit similar 

electrical transport properties under compression including: (i) the pressure-

dependent electrical impedance value variation trends and (ii) 2.3 GPa is the 

turning point of ionic-electronic to pure electronic conduction transition. The 

only difference in the two samples is the pressure-dependent electrical 

impedance values which can be attributed to the grain boundary effects. Thus, 

we can conclude that the pressure-induced ionic-electronic to pure electronic 

conduction transition which occurs at about 2.3 GPa is intrinsic in CsPbBr3. 

 

Figure 3.12 The Nyquist plots from AC impedance spectroscopy of 

CsPbBr3 single crystal measured at (a) 0.2-0.9 GPa; (b) 1.2-2.3 GPa; (c) 

2.3-6.8 GPa. 
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3.4 In situ photocurrent study of CsPbBr3 under pressure 

Considering that the photocurrent parameter reflects the light-harvesting 

ability of photovoltaic materials, we also measured the pressure-dependent 

photocurrent of CsPbBr3 up to 2.9 GPa as shown in Figure 3.13. 

 

Figure 3.13 (a) The pressure-dependent photoresponse of CsPbBr3. (b) 

detailed photo-response of CsPbBr3 at 1.4 GPa. 

The total current is the sum of dark current and photocurrent. As shown in 

Figure 3.13(a), the photocurrents of CsPbBr3 under pressure are significantly 

higher than the value measured under ambient conditions. Specifically, at 1.4 

GPa, CsPbBr3 exhibits the strongest photoresponse [Figure 3.13 (b)], suggesting 

that pressure can improve the photovoltaic properties of CsPbBr3. Noticeably, 

an extremely sharp and needle-like peak emerges at every moment of light 

irradiation and then transforms into a gradual decrease in photocurrent until 

the light is off, which can be attributed to the mixed conduction within CsPbBr3. 

The phenomenon can be explained as follows: All the ions appearing in the 

sample can be divided into two parts: preexisting ions (in dark) and photo-
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excited ions185 (under illumination). The pre-existing ions migrate to the 

contacts along the external electric field to create a double layer under dark and 

illumination conditions. They will be blocked at the perovskite-electrode 

interface, and finally, a dynamic equilibrium built-in electric field is formed. 

When the light is on, a lot of photon-generated electrons/holes and photo-

excited ions appear instantaneously, leading to a sharp increase in 

photocurrents. Electrons can pass through the perovskite electrode interface 

freely, while the photo-excited ions migrate to the contacts along the external 

electric field and accumulate at the electrodes with time to form a new built-in 

electric field, resulting in a gradual decrease in photocurrents. When the light is 

off, the photo-generated electrons can be quenched on the spot immediately, 

which causes a sudden decrease in photocurrent. But photo-excited ions cannot 

be quenched in time locally. Most of them have to drift a long distance to empty 

interstitial sites for quenching. So, it will take a relatively long time for the 

accumulated photo-excited ions to disperse away from the perovskite-

electrode interface, correspondingly causing a sequence of associated results, 

including the continuous decrease in the built-in electric field, the increase in 

the net electric field, and the moderate increase in dark currents. Both photo-

generated carrier recombination and lattice distortion are also possible reasons 

for explaining the experimental data which have been discussed in previous 

work.158, 186-187 At the pressure of 2.3 GPa, the extremely sharp and needle-like 

peak disappears which is associated with the disappearance of ionic conduction 

in CsPbBr3. As the pressure exceeds 2.9 GPa, the photocurrents of CsPbBr3 could 

hardly be detected, which is believed to be from the amorphization of the 

samples. 

3.5 In situ XAS study of CsPbBr3 under pressure 

As mentioned above, we already know that pressure-induced phase transition 
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and bandgap evolution affect the photoelectric properties of CsPbBr3. To obtain 

a deep understanding of the electronic and geometric structures and the 

bandgap evolution of CsPbBr3 under pressure, pressure-dependent X-ray 

absorption spectroscopy (XAS) at the Br K-edge and the Pb L3-edge were 

collected as shown in Figure 3.14.  

 

Figure 3.14 Experimental XAS spectra of CsPbBr3 at Br-K (a) and Pb-

L3 (b) edges. The inset zooms on the near-edge region of Pb. 

The features at the Br-K absorption edge are attributed to the transition from 

1s to the hole density in the 4p (pre-edge) and 5p (near-edge) orbitals in the 

Br- ion. The features appearing at the Pb-L3 absorption edge can be assigned 

to the dipole-allowed transition from 2p to empty nd states (n> 5) in Pb2+ ions. 
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Because the 5d orbitals of Pb are filled, the white line signal is weak, pressure-

induced changes of XAS signals are not as obvious as those at Br K-edge. 

Due to diamond diffractions, glitches appear in the extended X-ray 

absorption fine structure (EXAFS) spectra, which makes it difficult for fine 

structural analysis. The data analysis at Br K-edge has focused on X-ray 

absorption near-edge spectroscopy (XANES). At Pb L3 edge, diamond 

diffractions are not obvious some glitches can be moved away by rotating the 

diamond anvil cell, we tried to obtain EXAFS data. There is no obvious edge shift 

at Br K-edge and Pb L3 edge up to 9 GPa (see Figure 3.14), indicating that the 

oxidation state of Br and Pb remains constant with pressure. The presence of an 

isosbestic point (see the blue arrow in Figure 3.14) illustrates the coexistence of 

two phases and the gradual structural change of CsPbBr3 with pressure.188-190 

CsPbBr3 is an orthorhombic structure with space group Pbnm under ambient 

pressure.191 A Pbnm to Pbnm isostructure phase transition at 1.2 GPa has been 

proposed by the recent XRD experiment.170 In fact, the isostructural phase was 

difficult to identify, similar atomic positions and slightly different lattice 

constants were used for the structural refinements. In order to understand the 

possible spectral changes associated with such a subtle structural transition, we 

have simulated XANES spectra for both Pbnm (0 GPa) and Pbnm (1.2 GPa) 

structures using the same atomic positions and slightly different lattice constant 

(see Tables 1 and 2). 
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Table 1: Crystal structure parameters of Pbnm phase at P = 0 GPa.191 

Atom X Y Z Site 

Cs1 0.99 0.971 0.25 4c 

Br1 0.046 0.505 0.25 4c 

Br2 0.793 0.205 0.025 8d 

Pb1 0.5 0.0 0 4b 

a = 8.207 Å  b = 8.255 Å  c = 11.759 Å    α = β = γ = 90o 

Table 2: Crystal structure parameters of Pbnm phase at P = 1.2 GPa.170 

Atom X Y Z Site 

Cs1 0.98625 0.98664 0.25 4c 

Br1 0.04042 0.55129 0.25 4c 

Br2 0.80345 0.19722 0.03027 8d 

Pb1 0.5 0.0 0 4b 

a = 7.9506 Å  b = 8.1652 Å  c = 11.5781 Å    α = β = γ = 90o 

The 3D visualization of the Pbnm-0 GPa and Pbnm-1.2 GPa structures were 

plotted in Figure 3.15. 

 

Figure 3.15 Pbnm-0 GPa and Pbnm-1.2 GPa structures of CsPbBr3. 

Pressure-induced lattice compression can be seen in the place marked 

by the red arrows, the width is narrower at 1.2 GPa than at 0 GPa. 

As shown in Figure 3.16, the theoretical calculation results of XANES are 

consistent well with the experimental XAS signals. Thus it is reasonable to 
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assume that the present XANES experiment identifies the possible Pbnm phase 

at 1.2 GPa. 

 

Figure 3.16 XANES simulations for Pbnm-0 GPa and Pbnm-1.2 GPa 

structures. 

The XANES region contains fruitful electronic structural information and can 

be used as a fingerprint to obtain the electronic structural changes with 

pressure. To see the changes of the position and the shape of the main features 

as a function of pressure clear, the spectra are separated vertically as shown in 

Figure 3.17. With the increase of pressure, the white line peak (labeled A) 

becomes broader and shifts to higher energy by 1.95 eV, the second peak 

(labeled B) also shifts to higher energy by 3.88 eV, these are direct evidence of 

the shortening of the distances between Br and its surrounding neighbors,192, 

193 which is Br-Pb bond according to the structure of CsPbBr3.    
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Figure 3.17 The vertically shifted absorption spectra of Br K-edge 

under pressure. 

The white line intensities shown in Figure 3.15 illustrate the changes of the 

unoccupied electron density state of the 5p orbital in Br, which will have a sharp 

change when phase transition happens. We integrated the white line area and 

its changes with pressure are shown in Figure 3.18. We believe that the change 

at 1.2 GPa is caused by the phase transition of CsPbBr3, and the inflection point 

at 3.7 GPa is where CsPbBr3 starts to become amorphous.170  
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Figure 3.18 The area of the white line peak for integration and its 

change with pressure. 

Previous studies have shown that the competition between the two 

compression effects, which originated from the bond length contraction and 

the octahedral distortions, was responsible for the structural evolution and 

bandgap.170 In Phase I, the contraction of the Pb-Br bond and the distortion of 

the octahedron are coexistent under pressure, but the effect of bond length 

contraction is stronger than octahedral distortion. Therefore, the bandgap is 

gradually reduced, but it has less effect on the electronic structure. So, the 

integral of the white line does not change below 1.2 GPa. On the contrary, in 

Phase II, the compression of the crystal structure mainly comes from the 

octahedral tilt and distortion, which strongly affect the electronic structure 
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compared to Pb-Br bond contraction in this regime. Thus, the integral of the 

white line decreases with pressure increasing. This is associated with the 

pressure-induced bandgap broadening in Phase II of CsPbBr3. When the 

pressure exceeds 3.7 GPa, CsPbBr3 begins to be amorphous, resulting in the 

integral of the white line decreasing continuously.  

To obtain an intuitive view of the structural changes of CsPbBr3 under 

pressure, we performed Fourier transform (FT) on the EXAFS data at Pb L3-edge 

as shown in Figure 3.19. With the limited energy range of the EXAFS data, we 

can only get the first-neighbor distance, the bond length R of Pb-Br. As shown 

in Figure 3.19 (a), the Pb-Br distance decreases continuously with increasing 

pressure.  

Figure 3.19 (b) plots the Pb-Br distance (top) and peak intensity (bottom) 

changes with pressure, we can see that there are two inflection points at 1.3 and 

3.7 GPa, which are caused by the phase transition. From ambient to 1.3 GPa, the 

Pb-Br distance decrease slowly due to the compression of the lattice by 

pressure. This will also change the bandgap of CsPbBr3. As is known, the 

bandgap was exclusively distinguished by the separation of the conduction 

band minimum (CBM) and valence band maximum (VBM). The previous 

studies156 have shown that the CsPbBr3 perovskites exhibited an inverted band 

structure since the VBM was identified as the antibonding hybridization 

between the Pb 6s and Br 4p orbitals, whereas the CBM state was governed by 

the orbital interactions between Pb 6p and Br 4s orbitals in the [PbBr6]4− 

octahedral network. Note that the VBM state has mainly come from the Br 4p 

character, owing to the higher energy level of the Br 4p orbital compared with 

that of the Pb 6s state. The CBM was almost totally contributed from the Pb 6p 

state because the Pb 6p orbital possessed a much greater energy level than the 

Br 4s state. When the pressure was applied to CsPbBr3 perovskites, the CBM was 

mostly a nonbonding localized state of Pb 6p orbitals, which is less sensitive to 
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external pressure stimulus. Therefore, the band-gap evolution of CsPbBr3 

perovskites was initially determined by the change of VBM when pressure is 

applied.194 With the increase of pressure, the Pb-Br distance became shorter, 

the enhanced orbital coupling between the Pb 6s and Br 4p states pushed up 

the VBM due to its antibonding character, which explains the red-shift of the 

bandgap with pressure (as shown in Figure 3.1 and 3.2).  

 

Figure 3.19 (a) The Fourier transformed EXAFS of CsPbBr3, (b) Pressure 

dependence of the Pb-Br distance and the intensity of the Pb-Br peak. 

From 1.3 to 3.7 GPa, the Pb-Br distance continues to decrease, which is 
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attributed to the distortions and contractions of the PbBr6 octahedra.170 When 

the Pb-Br distance continues to decrease under high pressure, the CBM 

happened to be dominated by the strong coupling of the Pb 6p and Br 4p 

orbitals. Accordingly, the CBM shift to the higher energy level by the application 

of pressure, thereby leading to the widened bandgap. When the pressure 

exceeds 3.7 GPa, CsPbBr3 begins to be amorphous, the trend of the changes of 

Pb-Br distance and peak intensity becomes gentle. 

The intensity of the FT peak reflects the number of Br atoms around Pb, it 

decreases continuously from ambient pressure to 3.7 GPa (as shown by the blue 

arrow in Figure 3.19 (a) then increases when the pressure is above 3.7 GPa (red 

arrow). Since the PbBr6 octahedra are stable, loss of Br is not expected at 3.7 

GPa. One possibility is that the distortion of the octahedron induced by pressure 

changes the positions of the Br atoms and the distances between Pb and Br. 

Further studies are needed.  

3.6 Conclusions 

In situ AC impedance spectroscopy, photocurrent, and XAS measurements 

under high pressure were performed on CsPbBr3 samples using the high-

pressure diamond anvil cell technique. The measurement results of AC 

impedance spectroscopy showed that with the increase of pressure, the 

electrical parameters of CsPbBr3 powder changed discontinuously at 1.2 GPa 

and 2.9 GPa, which was caused by the phase transition. CsPbBr3 undergoes an 

isostructural phase transition from (Pbnm-0 GPa) to (Pbnm-1.2 GPa) at 1.2 GPa, 

and amorphization started from 2.9 GPa. The dependence of electronic 

resistance, ion resistance, grain boundary resistance, grain resistance, and ion 

diffusion coefficient with pressure was obtained by different equivalent circuit 

fitting, and the reason for the change of ion resistance was explained by the ion 

diffusion coefficient. By comparing the impedance spectroscopy data of 
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CsPbBr3 powder and single crystal, we found that the transition from mixed 

ionic/electronic conduction to pure electronic conduction occurred at 2.3 GPa 

for both samples. Therefore we believe that the property of pressure-induced 

ion/electron conduction to electron conduction in CsPbBr3 is an intrinsic 

property of CsPbBr3. Grain boundaries affect the value of impedance, but not 

its trend. The photocurrent measurement results show that the pressure can 

enhance the photoelectric response of CsPbBr3, and the photocurrent reaches 

the maximum at 1.4 GPa. 

The measurement results show that CsPbBr3 undergoes a phase transition at 

1.2 GPa, and the sample becomes amorphous when the pressure exceeds 3.7 

GPa. We confirmed the possibility of isostructural phase transition from Pbnm 

to Pbnm at 1.2 GPa using theoretical calculations using the MXAN code. In 

addition, we can accurately obtain the change of Pb-Br bond length with 

pressure through the Fourier transform results and analyzed the effect of the 

change of bond length on the bandgap. Our work not only provides insight into 

the microscopic electrical transport properties of CsPbBr3 but also suggests that 

the conversion efficiency of CsPbBr3-based devices can be improved by 

pressure. 
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Chapter 4 

The EXAFS investigation of local 

structural changes in 2D layered 

materials at high pressure 

4.1 EXAFS study of TMDs under pressure 

4.1.1 Introduction 

The transition metal dichalcogenides (TMDs) MX2 (M, transition metal, W, Mo, 

Re, Rb, Tc, etc; X, chalcogen, S, Se, Te) have become a topic of interest in recent 

years due to their unique structural, electronic, optical, and tribological 

properties.52, 195-203 Up to now, there are approximately more than 60 TMDs 

reported,204 and most of them have a layered structure resembling graphite, 

but the stacking of these layers is different. In the layers of TMDs, a transition 

metal atom layer is sandwiched by two chalcogen atom layers, forming an X–

M–X sandwiched structure. The X–M–X trilayers then stack together via weak 

van der Waals (vdW) interaction, resulting in the different phases in TMDs such 

as T (trigonal), H (hexagonal), or R (rhombohedral) phase.205-210 Eleven different 

polytype structures have been observed up to now in TMDs.205, 211 Therefore, 

TMDs exhibit a variety of exotic transport properties such as quantum spin Hall 

effect,212 charge-density waves,213-215 and superconductivity,216-218 thus 

enabling many potential applications. 
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The most common form in TMDs is the H phase, whereas T phases are 

reported to be metastable. However, ReS2 is an exception, in which the most 

stable form under ambient conditions is a distorted 1T phase with triclinic 

symmetry, due to the pronounced Peierls distortion.204, 219-221 Unlike in other 

TMDs, Peierls distortion of the 1T structure of ReS2 weakens the interlayer 

coupling interaction, which in turn hinders S-Re-S layers from stacking 

orderly219 in the bulk ReS2.  

High pressure has been proved an effective way to tune the physical 

properties of materials via modifying the atomic and electronic structures.195, 198, 

222-223 In 2010, Hou et al. reported that ReS2 undergoes a phase transition 

around 10.5 GPa based on x-ray diffraction studies. Unfortunately, the crystal 

structure of the high-pressure phase could not be determined due to the 

insufficient quality of XRD data.224 Then, Wang et al. investigated the structure 

evolution, electrical transport, vibrational properties, and visible-light response 

of ReS2 under high pressure up to 50 GPa combined with ab initio calculations. 

Both in situ XRD and theoretical calculations suggest that ReS2 undergoes a 

structural transition from the distorted-1T to distorted-1T' phase at ∼7.7 GPa or 

lower pressure.225 From the inflection points in the ratio of Raman mode 

intensities and change in the slope of Raman mode values with pressure in 

combination with first-principles calculation, an intralayer transition followed by 

an interlayer transition in the range of 8–19.6 GPa is reported by Yan et al.226 

The structural transformation of ReS2 from distorted-1T to distorted-1T' phase 

is only due to the change of the stacking order,227 which is difficult to distinguish. 

Therefore, the results obtained by different groups are not consistent. 

EXAFS is a powerful method for studying local atomic configurations and 

electronic structures. In this work, we studied the local geometric and electronic 

structural changes of ReS2 up to 70.3 GPa by quantitatively analyzing the EXAFS 

data at Re L3-edge.  
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4.1.2 Experiments 

The studied ReS2 crystals were grown by the chemical vapor transport technique 

(CVT). Additional details regarding the sample synthesis can be found in Ref. 228 

and 229. The layered ReS2 crystals have a thickness of 20-100 μm, an area of 5-

200 mm2, and a purity higher than 99.99%. The Raman spectrum of ReS2 crystals 

we measured is shown in Figure 4.1, which is consistent with the previously 

reported result,225-226 confirmed no contamination. 

 

Figure 4.1 Raman spectrum of ReS2 crystals. 

The high-pressure Re L3-edge EXAFS measurements at room temperature 

have been performed using the dispersive XAS setup (Figure 2.12) at the ODE 

beamline of Synchrotron SOLEIL.132 A rhenium gasket was pre-indented to a 

thickness of 50 μm, and a hole of 125 μm in diameter was drilled in the center. 

ReS2 samples have been loaded into the hole with silicone oil as the pressure 
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medium and subjected to high pressure up to 70.3 GPa in a membrane DAC 

with a diamond size of 300 μm. The pressure was measured in a standard way 

using the ruby fluorescence line shift. The normalization of the spectra and the 

EXAFS signal treatments were carried out using the Demeter package.121 

4.1.3 Experimental results and data analysis 

 

Figure 4.2 The vertically shifted XAS spectra (left) at Re L3-edge and 

the first derivative of the spectra (right) under various pressure. 

Figure 4.2 shows the pressure dependence of X-ray absorption spectroscopy 

(XAS) of ReS2 at the Re L3-edge up to 70.3 GPa. All the spectra were normalized. 

The white line, which comes from the 2p3/2→5d dipole allowed transition, 

reflects the unoccupied electron density of the Re 5d orbitals. The absorption-

edge energy E0 (10536.2 eV) was obtained at the first maximum of the first 

derivative of the absorption spectra. We noticed that no significant change of 
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E0 was observed across the entire pressure range, as illustrated by the position 

of the dotted line in Figure 4.2. But as the pressure increases, the white line peak 

gradually widens.  

 

Figure 4.3 The three-dimensional plot of Re L3-edge XAS under 

pressure. 

The height of the white line changes with pressure, which can be seen more 

intuitively from the three-dimensional plot as shown in Figure 4.3. The white 

line from 0 to 6 GPa did not obviously change and gradually increased from 6 

to 20.4 GPa. When the pressure exceeds 20.4 GPa, the white line changes 

significantly. Previous research believed that broadening of the Re 5d electronic 

band with increasing pressure is introduced by lattice contraction because of 

the enhanced overlap between Re 5d electronic orbitals. This gives rise to a 

decrease in density of state in the occupied and unoccupied 5d states, resulting 

in changes in the height and width of white-line profiles.125 Previous studies 

have shown that the VBM and CBM of ReS2 mainly contribute from hybridized 

Re-d and S-p states.225, 230 The VBM state has mainly come from the S 3p 

character, and the CBM state comes from the Re 5d character.226 However, the 
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bandgap tends to change with pressure. These changes are often associated 

with pressure-induced structural phase transition. 

 

Figure 4.4 The integrated area of the white line peak (top) and its 

change with pressure (bottom). 

We integrated the white line area and their changes with pressure are shown 

in Figure 4.4. We believe that the abrupt intensity changes at 6.0 and 20.4 GPa 

are caused by the phase transition of ReS2. Previous experimental and 

theoretical results by Hou et al.224 and Wang et al.225 showed that ReS2 

undergoes a structural transition from the distorted 1T to distorted 1T' phase 

around 7.7 GPa or lower pressure, as illustrated in Figure 4.5.  
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Figure 4.5 (a) The cross-section illustration of layered distorted-1T 

ReS2. (b) Schematic diagram of the high-pressure diamond-anvil cell 

setup. (c) The cross-section illustration of layered distorted-1 T' ReS2. 

(e-h) Structure details of distorted 1T and 1T′ ReS2. (e) The cross-

section illustration of distorted 1T ReS2 layers direction along a-axis. (f) 

Top view of the layer structure of a monolayer distorted 1T ReS2. Unit 

cell and Re chains are highlighted. (g) The cross-section illustration of 

distorted 1T′ ReS2 layers along 𝑥𝑦⃗⃗⃗⃗  direction. (h) Top view of the layer 

structure of a monolayer distorted 1T′ ReS2. Unit cell and Re chains are 

highlighted.225 

As shown in Figure 4.5 (a), in each layer sulfur atoms form octahedral 

coordination around rhenium atoms. By sharing the edges, [ReS6] octahedra are 

packed together in the bc plane, forming the ReS2 monolayer perpendicular to 

the a-axis. From 0 to 6 GPa, different layers are compressed along the c-axis as 

the pressure increases, but not enough to break the [ReS6] octahedron. 

Therefore, the integral of the white line does not change significantly. The 

electron localization function (ELF) calculation by Yan et al.226 also showed the 

same result. Increased pressure will lead to the obvious enhancement of the S-
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S interaction between the layers, the formation of covalentlike bonding of S–S 

at high pressure,225 and the electrons between the layers tend to be delocalized 

gradually. Therefore, when the pressure exceeds 6 GPa, the integral of the white 

line increases rapidly with the increase of pressure. Referring to previous high-

pressure Raman results, this interlayer transition (S-S covalentlike bond) was 

mainly caused by the counterclockwise rotation of S atoms around the chain of 

Re atoms.226 The theoretical calculation results of Zhou et al. also confirmed this 

conclusion.204 Hence, we attributed the change at 6.0 GPa to the intralayer 

transition.  

Previous XRD studies on ReS2 under high pressure did not discover the phase 

transition around 20 GPa.224-225 But in our work, the integral of the white line 

changes significantly at 20.4 GPa, as shown in Figure 4.4 bottom. Yan et al's 

high-pressure Raman study showed that the layered ReS2 undergoes an 

interlayer transition around 19.6 GP.226 Specifically, previous theoretical 

calculations have indicated that ambient ReS2 is randomly stacked because 

shifting one ReS2 monolayer over another does not lead to any significant 

change in total energy owing to its weak interlayer coupling.219 However, the 

stacking configuration upon compression should be quite different from that at 

ambient conditions as the stronger interlayer coupling under high pressure 

would prompt an ordered stacking,231-232 which leads to the electrons between 

layers becoming localized. Thus, the white line integral decreases abruptly at 

20.4 GPa, but this transition from disordered to ordered stacking does not 

change the phase structure of ReS2. Pinku Saha et al. reported that after the 

distorted 1T to distorted 1T' phase transition in ReS2, the distorted 1T' phase 

remained up to 42 GPa,233 so the integral of the white line remained in a 

relatively stable range without significant change. Here, we attribute the phase 

transition at 20.4 GPa to the interlayer transition from disordered to ordered 

stacking.  
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Figure 4.6 Re L3-edge EXAFS χ(k)k2 spectra at selected pressure points. 

The pressures shown in the figure start from 0 to 70.3 GPa with a step 

of 1∼2 GPa. 

As shown in Figure 4.6, pressure-dependent experimental Re L3-edge EXAFS 

χ(k)k2 spectra of ReS2 were obtained following the conventional procedure234 

using the Athena package,121 the details have described in Chapter 2. The 

photoelectron wavenumber k is defined as 𝑘 = √2𝑚(𝐸 − 𝐸0)/ħ, where m is the 

electron mass, ħ is Plank’s constant, E is the X-ray photon energy, and E0 is the 

origin of the photoelectron kinetic energy. With increasing pressure, a shift of 

the EXAFS oscillations to higher k values is usually expected due to the 

contraction of bond lengths. But the evolution of all peaks is not like this, and 

two discontinuous changes at 6.0 and 20.4 GPa are clearly, as shown in Figure 

4.6. This is strong evidence in favor of a structural transformation in the ReS2.235 
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Figure 4.7 The Fourier transformed EXAFS of ReS2 (top), and pressure 

dependence of the Re-S distance (bottom). 

The Fourier transforms (FTs) at selected pressure points are shown in Figure 

4.7. With the limited energy range of the EXAFS data, we can only get the first-

neighbor distance, the bond length R of Re-S. The FTs were calculated in the k-
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space range of 3-8 Å-1. In the entire pressure range, the Re-S bond lengths 

gradually become shorter as the pressure increases, and two discontinuous 

changes at 6.0 and 20.4 GPa are clear, which are caused by intralayer and 

interlayer transition respectively. Note that the FTs were not corrected for the 

backscattering phase shift of atoms; therefore, the positions of all peaks are 

displaced to smaller distances relative to their crystallographic values. 

As mentioned above, when the pressure is below 6.0 GPa, the [ReS6] 

octahedron is relatively stable, different layers are compressed along the c-axis 

direction, and there is no structural phase transition, so the Re-S bond lengths 

became shorter slightly. At 6.0 GPa, ReS2 undergoes a structural phase transition 

from the distorted 1T to distorted 1T' phase, with enhanced interlayer coupling 

and S-S covalentlike bond formation between layers, which is mainly caused by 

the counterclockwise rotation of S atoms around the chain of Re atoms, this 

causes a sudden change in the R-S bond length and still became shorter. When 

the pressure exceeds 20.4 GPa, ReS2 undergoes an interlayer transition from 

disordered to ordered stacking, and the Re-S bond length was further 

shortened. 

A quantitative analysis of the EXAFS signals was carried out using the 

ARTEMIS package.121 Combining the existing structural information of ReS2 at 

ambient and high pressure,225, 236 we can fit the Re-S bond length using the 

FEFF6 code accurately, and then obtain the local structural information at the 

selected pressure point, as shown in Figure 4.8. The fitting range was 1.15-2.7Å.  
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Figure 4.8 Local structural fitting analysis at 0 and 20.4 GPa. 

 Table 1 Corresponding fitting parameters in Figure 4.8 a and b. 

From our fitting analysis, we obtained the number of S atoms surrounding Re, 

the debye-waller value, and the accurate Re-S bond length, which decreases 

from 2.413 Å at ambient pressure to 2.378 Å at 20.4 GPa.  

4.2 EXAFS study of black Arsenic under pressure 

4.2.1 Introduction 

Since the successful exfoliation of graphene by Geim et al in 2004,237 numerous 

layered materials, such as transition metal dichalcogenides,238-241 transition 

metal oxides,242 black phosphorus (bP), and hexagonal boron nitride,243-247 have 

become the focus of research in the field of 2D materials because of their 

unique electronic, optical, and thermal properties. Layered black arsenic (bAs), 

Pressure N   S0
2 Δσ2(Å2) ΔE0 (eV) ΔR(Å) Reff(Å) R(Å) R-factor 

0 GPa 6.000    0.864    0.00309   12.514   0.08735    2.32600   2.41335 0.0079591   

20.4 GPa 6.000    0.873    0.00336   13.350   0.05038    2.32750   2.37788 0.0068923 
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a cousin of bP, with the A17 phase, has a puckered honeycomb structure similar 

to bP. bAs is a metastable phase of arsenic. It is found that the bandgap of bAs 

depends strongly on their thickness. For example, bulk bAs is a semiconductor 

with a direct bandgap of ∼0.3 eV. Its bandgap increases up to 1.4 eV at the 

monolayer limit because of the quantum confinement effect. The bandgap 

remains direct from its bulk to the bilayer state, while that for the monolayer 

state is indirect.248 In addition, bAs show strong in-plane anisotropic electronic 

and thermal properties.45 With these unique properties, bAs are therefore 

promising for novel field-effect transistors and photodetectors. The structural, 

electronic, and optical properties of materials can be manipulated using certain 

effective means, such as applying pressure, an electric field, a magnetic field, or 

a substrate.225, 249-252 

Among the three allotropes, bAs, gray arsenic (gAs), and yellow arsenic 

(yAs).45, 253 The bAs that are used for electronic devices are from natural 

minerals.254 However, as bAs is a metastable phase, there has been little 

research on its stability, which is important for its synthesis and electronic and 

optical applications. Hydrostatic pressure is a powerful means of modifying the 

structure and physical properties of materials.98 Some progress has been made 

in the study of 2D materials under high pressure. For example, Cheng et al 

reported that a pressure-induced phase transition from 2Hc to 2Ha occurs in 

bulk and monolayer MoS2 at ~19 GPa and ~25.6 GPa, respectively,255 and for 

multilayered single-crystal MoS2 there is a transition in the electronic structure 

from semiconducting to metallic at ~19 GPa.222 Gong et al reported that 

pressure induces a topological Lifshitz transition from semiconductor to Dirac 

semimetal for bulk bP at ~1.2 GPa,256 and Li et al reported that pressure induces 

a phase transition from bP (A17) to blue phosphorus (A7) at ~5 GPa and then 

to a simple cubic phase at ~10 GPa.257 However, despite the growing 

investigations on 2D materials, related research about how high pressure affects 
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layered bAs has been rare to date. This motivates us to carry out a detailed 

EXAFS study of the structural and electronic properties of bAs under hydrostatic 

pressure. EXAFS data at As K-edge were collected from ambient to 20.1 GPa to 

explore the structure evolution of bAs under pressure. 

4.2.2 Experiments 

The bAs crystals we used in the experiment were purchased from 2D 

semiconductor Inc. with 6N purity. The Raman spectrum of bAs crystals shown 

in Figure 4.9, which is consistent with previously reported results,258 confirmed 

no contamination.  

 

Figure 4.9 Raman spectrum of bAs crystals. 

The high-pressure As K-edge EXAFS measurements at room temperature 

were performed using the dispersive XAS setup (Figure 2.12) at the ODE 

beamline of Synchrotron SOLEIL.132 A steel gasket was pre-indented to a 

thickness of 50 μm, and a hole of 150 μm in diameter was drilled in the center. 

The bAs were loaded into the hole with silicone oil as the pressure medium and 

subjected to high pressure up to 20.1 GPa in a membrane DAC with a diamond 
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size of 400 μm. The pressure was measured in a standard way using the ruby 

fluorescence line shift. The normalization of the spectra and the EXAFS signal 

treatments were carried out by using the Demeter package.121 

4.2.3 Experimental results and discussion 

 

Figure 4.10 The vertically shifted XAS spectra (left) at As K-edge and 

the first derivative of the spectra (right) under various pressure. 

Figure 4.10 shows the pressure dependence of X-ray absorption spectroscopy 

(XAS) at the As K-edge and the first derivative of the spectra under selected 

pressures. XAS profiles are characterized by the prominent feature near the 

edges called white-line, which is due to an electronic transition from the arsenic 

1s→4p ty orbitals,259-260 it will have sharp change when phase transition 

happens. The absorption-edge energy E0 was obtained at the first maximum of 

the first derivative of the absorption spectra. To observe the change of the 

absorption edge more intuitively, we made a dashed line perpendicular to the 
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horizontal axis as a reference. We noticed that no significant change of 

absorption edge was observed across the entire pressure range obtaining an 

absorption edge of around 11865.4 eV for all of the spectrum. 

We used a similar analysis method to ReS2 as illustrated above. The white line 

intensities, which are obtained by integrating, shown in Figure 4.11 illustrate the 

changes of the unoccupied electron density state of the 4p orbital in As. The 

changes of the integrated white line area with pressure are shown in Figure 4.11. 

We noticed that the integral of the white line changed discontinuously at 4.7 

and 10.8 GPa, which is caused by phase transition, but the data still needs to be 

analyzed to confirm it.  

 

Figure 4.11 The area of the white line peak for integration (top) and 

its change with pressure (bottom). 
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As shown in Figure 4.11 b, the integral of the white line increases gradually 

from 0 to 4.7 GPa. Similar to the change of the white line of ReS2 in the low 

pressure range, the increase of the pressure will compress the lattice, and the 

coupling effect between the layers will be enhanced, which caused some of the 

interlayer electrons to become delocalized, then leads to the integral of the 

white line increased. Gao et al. studied the high-pressure Raman of bAs and 

they observed the bAs (A17 phase) began to transform to gAs with the A7 phase 

at pressures larger than 3.48 GPa and completely converted to gAs at 5.37 

GPa.258 Figures 4.12 (a) and (c) shows the crystal structures of bAs and gAs, 

respectively, and the DAC setup for the experiments is shown in Figure 4.12 (b). 

Therefore, combined with the results of the Fourier transform below, we can 

confirm that the phase transition from bAs to gAs occurs at 4.7 GPa. 

 

Figure 4.12 Crystal structure of bAs (a) and gAs (c). Schematic diagram 

of the DAC (b).258 

However, this phase transition is not simply a lattice deformation via layer 

shifts and cell compression. Similar to the phase transition process of bP, the 

phase transition from bAs to gAs under high pressure is attributed to the 

breaking of intralayer bonds and the formation of new interlayer bonds 

meanwhile.261 Figure 4.13 shows the mechanism from bAs (A17) to gAs (A7) 

transition. During the formation of interlayer bonds, some As atoms will change 
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from the original three-coordinated to four-coordinated, and the interlayer 

coupling will continue to increase. Therefore, from 4.7 to 10.8 GPa, the integral 

of the white line will increase continuously.  

 

Figure 4.13 Mechanism for the A17→A7 transformation. Compression 

and layer shuffling of A17 results in interlayer contacts and interlayer 

bonds, until reconstruction into A7. A vertical bond chain is 

highlighted and marked throughout. Upper row: orientation as shown 

in the figure. Lower row: rotated by 90◦. Zeroth time frame is set 

arbitrarily.261 

Although Gao et al. found the transition from bAs to gAs, they didn't observe 

the other phase transitions at higher pressures. We observed a significant 

change in the intensity of the white line peak at 10.8 GPa. The EXAFS spectra at 

various pressures were collected over 400 eV between 11800 and 12200 eV. 

Figure 4.14 shows the χ(k)k2 EXAFS signals as a function of pressure.  
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Figure 4.14 As K-edge EXAFS χ(k)k2 spectra at selected pressures.  

With increasing pressure, a shift of the EXAFS oscillations to higher k values 

is usually expected due to the contraction of bond lengths. But the evolution of 

peaks a and b is not like this, and two discontinuous changes at 4.7 and 10.8 

GPa are clear. When the pressure exceeds 10.8 GPa, peak “a” is split into two 

peaks shown in Figure 4.14. This is strong evidence of a structural 

transformation in the sample. Previous theoretical calculations and 

experimental results indicate that gAs (A7) transform to a simple cubic (SC) 

phase under a higher pressure of ∼25 GPa,262-263 this also confirmed our 

experimental conclusions.  

  

Figure 4.15 shows the structure of the A7 and SC phases. 
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The phase transition from A7 to SC results in a sudden change in the integral 

of the white line at 10.8 GPa shown in Fig. 4.11b. But in this process, As atoms 

gradually transform from the three-coordinated the fully phase-transitioned A7 

phase to the six-coordinated SC shown in Figure 4.15,263 which also results in 

the integral of the white line increasing continuously. 

  

 

Figure 4.16 (a,b) The Fourier transformed EXAFS of bAs, Pressure 

dependence of the As-As distance (c), and the intensity of the As-As 

peak (d). 
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The Fourier transforms (FTs) at selected pressure points are shown in Figure 

4.16. With the limited energy range of the EXAFS data, we can only get the first-

neighbor distance. The FTs were calculated in the k-space range of 3–11 Å-1. In 

the entire pressure range, the As-As bond lengths decrease gradually as the 

pressure increases, as shown in Figure 4.16 (c), which is consistent with the 

previous study.262-264 Below 4.7 GPa, we could only see one peak R1. Above 4.7 

GPa, the intensity of the R1 peak decreases with increased pressure, at the same 

time a new peak R2 appears, and its intensity increases with the increased 

pressure. As we have discussed above, bAs undergo a transition from 

Orthorhombic A17 to rhombohedral A7 at 4.7 GPa. The interlayer coupling 

became stronger with the increase of pressure. The phase transition from A17 

to A7 is attributed to the intralayer bond breakage and interlayer bond 

formation. Therefore, we believe that the new R2 peak comes from the 

interlayer As-As bonds.  

The intensity of the FT peak represents the number of atoms around the As 

atom, as shown at 4.16 d. When the pressure is lower than 4.7 GPa, the intensity 

of the FT peak increases because the interlayer coupling interaction of bAs 

enhances, which increases the coordination number of As atoms. Finally, the 

transition from A17 three-coordinated to A7 four-coordinated occurs at 4.7 GPa. 

From the above analysis, we already know that R1 and R2 represent the 

intralayer As-As bond and the interlayer As-As bond, respectively. After the 

transition from A17 to A7, with the formation of the interlayer As-As bond and 

the intralayer As-As bond broken, the As atom gradually changes from a four-

coordinated to a three-coordinated A7. Therefore, the coordination number of 

As atoms in the layer corresponding to R1 (brown line) decreases, and the 

intensity of the FT peak decreases. Meanwhile, the coordination number (red 

line) of the As atom in the A7 phase corresponding to R2 gradually increased. 

As the increase of pressure, the transition from the A7 (three-coordinated) 
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phase to the SC phase (six-coordinated) will happen, and the FT peak intensity 

consequent increases. 

Through the EXAFS study of bAs under high pressure, we found that bAs 

undergo a phase transition at 4.7 GPa and 10.8 GPa. However, the detailed 

structural information of bAs under high pressure still needs to be further 

explored through high-pressure XRD. Then, we can combine this structural 

information to do accurate structural optimization under high pressure using 

Artemis analysis. 

4.3 Conclusions 

Firstly, we performed EXAFS measurements on the Re L3 edge of ReS2 and 

finally determined that two phase transitions occurred at 6.0 and 20.4 GPa, 

respectively. When the pressure exceeds 6.0 GPa, the interaction between the 

interlayer S atoms was enhanced, which eventually leads to the formation of S-

S covalentlike bonds, and the phase transition of ReS2 occurs. When the 

pressure reaches 20.4 GPa, the enhanced interlayer coupling makes the 

different layers of ReS2 gradually transform from disordered stacking to ordered 

stacking, and keeps the 1T' phase up to 70.3 GPa. We attribute the phase 

transitions at 6.0 and 20.4 GPa to intralayer and interlayer transitions, 

respectively. 

Then, we used a similar analysis method to ReS2 as illustrated above to 

investigate the phase transition of bAs under pressure. We found that the 

transition from bAs (A17) to gAs (A7) occurred at 4.7 GPa. In addition, combined 

with previous research results, we believe that the transition from gAs to the 

simple cubic phase occurred at 10.8 GPa. In the future, we will combine the 

high-pressure XRD data to explore the phase structure transition of bAs under 

high pressure, and make an in-depth fitting analysis of the EXAFS data.  
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Chapter 5 

 

Participate in user’s experiment: 

Identification of intermediates of a 

molecular ruthenium catalyst for 

water oxidation using in situ 

electrochemical XAS 

 

5.1 Background 

Solar fuels are one of the most promising alternatives to traditional fossil fuels. 

The abundant natural resources can be converted to solar fuels through solar-

energy-driven chemical reactions, such as water oxidation and hydrogen 

generation reactions.265-266 Efficient catalysts are critical to promoting the rate 

of water oxidation reactions and the eventual application of solar fuels.267 

Ruthenium-based molecular water oxidation catalysts have drawn considerable 

attention because their structures can be easily modified and they can mediate 

multiple-electron transfer reactions.268 

The molecular mononuclear Ru(bda)(L)2 (bda: 2,2’-bipyridine-6,6’-

dicarboxylic acid; L: 4-picoline (pic) or isoquinoline (isq)) catalysts show 

remarkable activity with a turnover number＞10 000 and were successfully 

employed in photoelectrochemical cells; this family of catalysts is among the 

best water oxidation catalysts known to date.269-272 However, the mechanistic 
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action of Ru(bda)(L)2 is still under debate.273-274 Therefore, it is essential to 

understand the fundamentals of the mode of action of this catalyst at an atomic 

level. 

XAS is a powerful technique for studying metal-centered compounds.275 

XANES provides information about the oxidation state of the metal center, while 

EXAFS provides information about the local structure. To the best of our 

knowledge, no in situ spectroscopic study has been performed for the detection 

of these intermediates (Six-coordinated RuII, seven-coordinated RuIII, and 

seven-coordinated RuIV species) or any other similar ruthenium complex in 

solution. In situ detection of intermediates is challenging because of numerous 

factors.276-279 One of the biggest challenges is to avoid X-ray-induced sample 

damage, especially in solution.276-279 Therefore, we need to design a simple and 

feasible experimental scheme to carry out the measurement. 

5.2 Experimental design and measurements 

5.2.1 The home-built electrochemical cell  

The in situ electrochemical cell was home-made using a plastic cuvette with a 

path length of 1 cm, which contains two holes with 4 mm diameter in the front 

and backside of the cell. The holes were covered by Kapton films, which allow 

X-rays to pass through. The working electrode (WE), reference electrode (RE), 

and counter electrode (CE) are glassy carbon foam (40 PPI, 1×2 cm), Ag/AgCl, 

and platinum foil respectively. The cell was filled with a pH = 1 nitric acid 

solution as the supporting electrolyte. An illustration of the in situ 

electrochemical cell was shown in Figure 1. 
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Figure 5.1. Illustration of in situ electrochemical cell. The cell contains 

two Kapton windows, which allow X-rays to pass through. The working 

electrode (WE), reference electrode (RE), and counter electrode (CE) 

are glassy carbon foam, Ag/AgCl, and Pt respectively.280 

5.2.2 The catalyst selection 

Because we need to conduct the in situ electrochemical XAS study of the RuII 

catalyst in solution for water oxidation reaction, the water-soluble Complex 1 

was chosen as the catalyst as shown in Figure 2. Complex 1 has been 

synthesized and characterized following a previously described method.281-282 

 

Figure 5.2. Chemical structure of Complex 1. 

5.2.3 In situ electrochemistry and XAS measurements 

The home-built in situ electrochemical cell was filled with a pH = 1 nitric acid 
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solution as the supporting electrolyte. The electrolyte was protected with argon 

before and during the electrochemical measurements. Cyclic voltammetry (CV) 

was carried out in the solution with 1 mM of complex 1 in the electrolyte to 

determine the redox potentials, which can simulate the catalyst catalyzes solar 

water oxidation process. The catalyst was examined by XAS at the ruthenium K-

edge to obtain its structural details during the reaction. 

XAS was carried out at the ODE beamline at the Ru K-edge (22.117 keV). The 

experimental setup of XAS at the ODE beamline has been described in detail in 

Chapter 2. An EXAFS spectrum with a full energy range can be obtained from a 

single exposure to the CCD detector (SPEC-10, Princeton Instruments) with an 

energy resolution of ～0.5 eV. The exposure time for a single frame is 45 ms, 

which can significantly reduce radiation damage. Each spectrum was averaged 

over 500 frames to get a reasonable signal-to-noise ratio. The spectra of 

metallic ruthenium foil and ruthenium oxides were recorded at the beginning 

and after the sample measurements, which is used for energy calibration and 

comparison of the XANES signal to determine the oxidation states of the Ru 

atom in the sample material. X-ray absorption data were processed and 

analyzed using the Athena software package. The fit of experimental EXAFS data 

to available crystal structures is done using Artemis. 

  This work was published last year, and a detailed description of the 

experimental results and discussions can be found in the article.280 

5.3 Conclusions 

In summary, we have demonstrated a new approach for the in situ 

characterization of a homogeneous molecular electrocatalyst for water 

oxidation. Complex 1 was studied in situ under acidic conditions using a home-

built electrochemical cell, in combination with an energy dispersive EXAFS setup. 
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The experimental setup allowed the acquisition of the XAS spectra without 

radiation-induced damage to the sample. The applied potential in the 

electrochemical cell was controlled to generate RuII, RuIII, and RuIV species and 

appropriate conditions for the oxygen evolution reaction (OER). Six-

coordinated RuII, seven-coordinated RuIII, and seven-coordinated RuIV species 

were detected during the oxidation of the complex. For further oxidation of 

complex 1 to generate appropriate OER conditions, we speculate that the 

seven-coordinated RuIV, seven-coordinated RuV, and six-coordinated RuIII 

species were present in the catalytic cycle. This in situ approach can be used to 

study other homogeneous water oxidation catalysts, thereby providing 

information on the static intermediates during electrocatalysis. Moreover, 

monitoring the catalyst in solution and the working electrode in the in situ 

electrochemical cell can allow us to distinguish between molecular catalysts and 

heterogeneous catalysts (metal oxides). In short, this work is a key step to 

capture static intermediates, which could be a reference for future study.  
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Chapter 6 

 

Conclusions and perspectives 

 

In this thesis, we selected CsPbBr3, ReS2, and bAs as the research objects. The 

electrical transport properties and optoelectronic properties of CsPbBr3 were 

investigated using a high-pressure device based on the DAC, combined with 

high-pressure in-situ AC impedance spectroscopy and photocurrent 

measurement methods. In addition, their electronic structure evolution was 

investigated by high-pressure X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XANES+EXAFS), 

and the following results were obtained: 

1. The conduction mechanism in CsPbBr3 is mixed ionic/electron conduction. 

There are discontinuous changes in electrical parameters at the pressure point 

of phase transition. Moreover, the transition from ion/electron mixed 

conduction to pure electronic conduction occurs after the amorphization of 

CsPbBr3. As the pressure increases, the contribution of grain boundaries to the 

resistance becomes more and more evident. But the grain boundary only affects 

the change of its resistance value and does not affect its intrinsic properties 

such as the trend of resistance change with pressure, and the pressure-induced 

transition from ionic/electronic conduction to pure electronic conduction. 

2. The photoelectric response of CsPbBr3 can be improved by pressure, the 

photocurrent reaching the maximum at 1.4 GPa, which is affected by ion 

migration. The ions migrated in CsPbBr3 can be divided into two parts: 1) ions 

participating in migration under dark conditions without light; 2) ions excited 
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by light to participate in migration under light conditions. The ions involved in 

the migration are excited by light, migrate along the direction of the external 

electric field, and accumulate at the perovskite-electrode interface to form a 

new built-in electric field. The direction is opposite to that of the external 

electric field, so the external electric field is consumed, resulting in a gradual 

decrease in the photocurrent. 

3. The variation of the X-ray absorption spectrum of CsPbBr3 with pressure 

and the theoretical calculation results of the absorption spectrum directly 

confirm the isostructural phase transition at 1.2 GPa, and the main reason for 

the phase transition is the shortening of the Pb-Br bond length caused by the 

pressure. 

4. For a layered material such as ReS2, the pressure can easily affect the 

interlayer coupling by changing the interlayer distance, thereby changing its 

electronic structure. Many previous research results have found the phase 

transition of ReS2 at low pressure. This phase transition is mainly caused by the 

formation of interlayer S-S covalentlike bonds, resulting in the rotation of the S 

atoms around the Re atoms intralayer. But we also found a high-pressure 

structural transition around 20 GPa, which is mainly caused by the high pressure 

driving ReS2 from disordered to ordered stacking. 

5. The structural transformation from bAs to gray arsenic isn't caused by the 

compression and extension of the intralayer structure along with one direction 

under pressure, instead is caused by the formation of interlayer bonds and the 

rupture of intralayer bonds. For the sudden transition in the intensity of the 

white line at 10.8 GPa, we speculate that the transition from gray arsenic (A7 

phase) to simple cubic phase occurred. 

In the past, we found no obvious ion migration phenomenon in MAPbI3, while 

obvious ion migration phenomenon was found in bromine-based halide 
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perovskites (FAPbBr3, CsPbBr3, and MAPbBr3), and the inductance was also 

found in FAPbBr3, indicating that the change of organic/inorganic cations or 

halogen anions have a great influence on the properties of organic-inorganic 

hybrid perovskites. In the future, we plan to study high-pressure electrical 

transport and optoelectronic properties of chloride-based halide perovskites. 

Explore the relationship between ionic radius and properties of perovskites. 

Furthermore, for ReS2, the structure of which was changed by pressure, as a 

promising photovoltaic material, it is necessary to perform high-pressure 

electrical measurements on it in the future to explore how high pressure tunes 

its optoelectronic properties. Although we confirmed the structural 

transformation of bAs to gAs, the phase transition point of 10.8 GPa is different 

from the theoretically predicted value for the transition from A7 to the simple 

cubic phase, which requires further high-pressure XRD measurement to 

determine its structure precisely at high pressure.  
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